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ABSTRACT
Japanese particles have been studied syntactically and semantically in connection
with preceding words for constructing sentence, and studied in terms of predicate in
connection with core meaning of the noun. However, the role of particles in the field of
reading has not clearly been explained. This dissertation investigates the role of Japanese
particles for L2 and L1 readers reading aloud through the following questions: (1) In
what ways do L 2 and L1 Japanese readers miscue on particles? (2) Why do L2 and L1
Japanese readers elongate the phoneme of the particle? (3) How do L2 and L1 Japanese
readers‟ eye movements show fixation points on particles? (4) How do L2 and L1‟s
Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to the L2 and L1 readers‟ eye movements?
(5) How do L2 and L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles relate to elongation? (6) How
do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points relate to miscues and elongation?
Five L2 and four L1 readers read a Japanese story that included 121 particles. By
looking at miscues, the results show the segmentation process using particles. This
segmentation process minimizes the number of particle miscues. Substitution, omission,
and insertion miscues occur in a complex manner because they are related to finding
word boundaries. Elongation occurs as a process of prediction and confirmation for
making sense. L2 readers use elongation with miscues more often than L1 readers.
In eye movement research, L2 reader‟s miscues are more highly connected to eye
fixation than are L1 readers‟ miscues. Eye fixation points and elongation are used for
prediction and confirmation for making sense. However, L1 readers‟ miscues mainly
consist of fixation without elongation. L2 readers use more particles while L1 readers
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use more flexible construction with the meaning of adjacent words playing an important
role.
Readers do not just fixate, but also elongate particles to get information. The
result shows that readers use miscues on particles, elongation, and eye fixations as
complex processes to construct a meaningful text.
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CHAPTER 1
THE READING PROCESS IN JAPANESE
According to the psycho-sociolinguistic transactional view, readers construct a
parallel text to comprehend the published text (Goodman, 1994; Y. Goodman, Burke, and
Watson, 2005). This constructing of parallel text is a process of comprehension. I
wondered whether this could be considered a universal view that would be true for
Japanese and if Japanese readers would show a similar reading process. I also wondered
whether Japanese native speakers (L1) and Japanese language learners (L2) comprehend
Japanese text in similar ways according to this transactional model of reading. These
simple questions came from my teaching experiences.
EMPIRICAL INSIGHT
When I was teaching Japanese as a second language in Japan, one of the senior
instructors suggested giving students clues to help them recognize word boundaries by
cutting the sentence into several phrases. When he taught reading of the Japanese
language, he had students segment words with particles by finding the particle at the end
of the segmentation, so that they could recognize the boundaries of meaningful units.
This seemed to be helpful because, unlike English, words are not written separately in the
Japanese language. The reader was then able to recognize the relationship between the
unit of the word in order to comprehend the sentence and text. For example, sentence (a)
below is a normal sentence. Sentence (b) is segmented by the slash sign “/”.
a.)

(Normal written style)
watashiwamizuononda
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b.)

(Segmented by the //)
Watashiwa/ mizu-o/nonda.
I-topic water-object drink- past.
I drank water.
(/watashi/) and

The particles

(/wa/) and

(/mizu/ ) are nouns meaning „I‟ and „water‟ in English.
(/o/) follow the nouns.

( /wa/) is a topic marker which

focuses on

/watashi/ (I in English).

(/o/) stands for an accusative case (direct

object marker).

is used with nouns that make up a bunsetsu (noun and particle unit).

follows a noun and is used as a part of a bunsetsu. Without particles, words cannot be
organized into a sentence in Japanese.
A normal Japanese text has no spaces to show words written separately. In
Japanese textbooks for first grade students, in basic materials for Japanese as a second
language, or in foreign language textbooks, sentences are segmented by bunsetsu, which
is a phrase consisting of a noun and a particle. When the bunsetsu are written separately,
the format is called wakachigaki.
For example:
c.)

(Wakachigaki style)
I drank (some) water.

Many textbook writers believe that in the transitional period before normal nonseparated structures, the wakachigaki format must be used in beginning reading materials
for children and students of Japanese as a second language. According to them, this style
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is helpful because words with particles can be distinguished easily. If there is a space
between bunsetsu, the reader seems to recognize the particle at the end of each bunsetsu.
According to these instructors, segmentation with a slash or a space after each
bunsetsu seems to help readers recognize the word boundary and readers are able to
recognize the particle at the end of the bunsetsu. However, I wondered how the reader
develops the segmentation process. I also wondered, during the segmentation processes,
what was happening to the reader‟s comprehension.
These empirical questions suggest that how a reader processes particles and how a
reader develops the way to find word boundaries in Japanese are indispensable for the
study of reading comprehension. However, the development of distinct word boundaries
via particles is rarely studied.
I wondered if the student becomes dependent on the slash or space between the
„noun + particle‟ unit. I wondered if these boundary markers help the student improve
the ease and fluency with which a Japanese text is read. Thinking about this method of
instruction got me interested in how Japanese readers understand the role of particles in
reading comprehension. I also wondered if such markers influence L1 (native Japanese
speakers) and L2 (second language learners) students in different ways.
It seems that readers must be aware of the Japanese particles to identify the
boundary of a linguistic unit. Segmentation between words is predicted based on former
knowledge of the content in the text and the Japanese language. This suggests that the
reader predicts and confirms the meaning of the bunsetsu. However, the mechanism of
how particles function in reading text is unknown.
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Psycholinguists and linguists who have used segmented units in the reading of
Japanese may have done so without consideration of the segmenting process, basing their
research on the conventions of written English rather than on Japanese. Thus, the natural
reading process contrived by the wakachigaki style of Japanese may have been based to
show how words are segmented in English. If segmentation was not considered, the result
might be different from the actual reading process of a Japanese text. If its relationship
with other bunsetsu units is examined, the prediction and confirmation process provides
clues to explore the role of Japanese particles in reading comprehension.
THE PARTICLE WITHIN A UNIT OF THE NP AND
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
To comprehend a Japanese sentence, the reader may use a sampling process in
order to distinguish between the noun and particle within the bunsetsu, which is the
combination of a content word and a particle. The reader may also predict how the
bunsetsu is used within the sentence and text. The reader may then confirm or disconfirm
the content word and particle through recognition of the bunsetsu unit. Goodman (1975)
pointed out this kind of process. He showed that the peripheral view, which is adjacent to
the focused area, supports more accurately the reader‟s comprehension because the reader
has already seen the next words. It made me ask how the reader of Japanese processes
particles during reading and how eye movement may indicate the predicting and
confirming process. This has become my primary interest.
Kenneth Goodman‟s model of the reading process (1996) gave me insight into
methodology. I could use the methodology of miscue analysis to study how L2 readers
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distinguish particles in a Japanese sentence and process the sentence. Miscue analysis (Y.
Goodman, Burke, and Watson, 2005) is a tool to investigate the role of Japanese particles
during the reading of a sentence and text. These topics led me to ask the following
research questions based on readers reading a text aloud:
(1) In what ways do L2 and L 1 Japanese readers miscue on particles?
(2) Why do L2 and L1 Japanese readers elongate the phoneme of the particle?
(3) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye movements show fixation points on
particles?
(4) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to the L2 and
L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles?
(5) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points on particles relate to
elongation?
(6) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points relate to miscues and
elongation?

These questions became the framework for this research study focused on the role
of Japanese particles in the reading processing and comprehension by L2 and L1 readers
of Japanese.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY
A reader processes language using orthographies, words, punctuation, the noncanonical order of sentence, and text. I am interested in how the reader understands and
uses the information from these linguistic features to analyze and comprehend a text. I
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hope this research will provide a window into how Japanese readers use linguistic
information, especially particles, to comprehend as they read. Miscue analysis and eye
movement research are used to understand how readers deal with the bunsetsu unit and
particles to comprehend the text.
Concern for particles in the reading of Japanese has rarely been researched.
Consequently, the role of particle plays in the comprehension of text is not known. My
research investigates how particles assist readers in comprehending Japanese sentences
and text since Japanese particles are different from features in English. The way in which
second-language learners (L2 learners) and Japanese native speakers (L1 learners) use
particles is important for understanding how a reader processes a Japanese text.
There is a dichotomy of views about how readers process Japanese texts. One
view is that the reader constructs meaning based on bunsetsu. Another view is that the
predicate determines the use of particles based on sentence production. Knowing how
the reader processes Japanese particles will be important because teachers may apply this
knowledge to their teaching. How particles facilitate the comprehension of text will be
useful to linguistic and psycholinguistic researchers. Eye movements provide
information on how a reader processes Japanese particles and comprehends text. This
data will be useful in developing models for teaching Japanese to L2 and L1 learners.
FRAMEWORK
I used miscue analysis in combination with eye movement research to investigate
the questions discussed above. I used Goodman‟s Model of the Reading Process
(Goodman, 1996) to explore how Japanese readers use particles to comprehend text.
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Miscues occur as the reader tries to make sense of the text. The reader, through the
visual information of the printed text, pursues meaning. To comprehend a text, the reader
constructs a mental text while reading the printed text. This parallel construction is the
process of reading (Goodman, 1994). While reading a text, the reader predicts upcoming
words and confirms meaning based on the content of the previous text. As the reader
constructs meaning from the text, the reader predicts the meaning as well as the next
words and phrases. Readers‟ miscues include omissions, insertion, reversals, and
substitutions. As they confirm meaning readers self-correct. Miscue analysis is used to
investigate how L2 learners and L1process Japanese particles to comprehend a Japanese
text.
Eye movement research is used to investigate the processing of Japanese particles.
Eye movement research shows whether the reader fixates on a particle, where fixation
occurs (fixation point), and the time a reader takes to process the fixated word (fixation
duration time). Thus, the eye movement data can be used to analyze the importance of
particles to the process of reading a Japanese text. Comparing the data of miscue analysis
and eye movements can be a strong tool for investigating how the reader processes
Japanese particles while reading a text.
ORGANIZATION
In this chapter, I discussed how I came to this research, my research questions and
the significance of the study. In Chapter 2, I review the current literature and its
implications to my research. In chapter 3, I discuss the research methodology, data
collection, and data analysis. In chapter 4, I analyze the data on miscues. In chapter 5, I
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explore the elongation of the phonemes of the particles and look at the relationship
between miscues and elongation. In chapter 6, I examine eye movements on particles
and how miscues relate to eye movements. In chapter 7, I summarize my research,
discuss my conclusions, and provide implications.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In this chapter, I review the literature that explores: 1) Japanese linguistic features
related to the role of Japanese particles for L1 and L2 oral reading, 2) miscue analysis in
Goodman‟s reading model, 3) eye movements, and 4) prosodic information.
To answer the question of what role particles play in L2 and L1 readers‟ comprehension
of a Japanese text while reading aloud, I introduce features of the Japanese language and
review literature that discusses the function of Japanese particles in reading.
FEATURES OF JAPANESE SENTENCES
In this section I discuss traits of the Japanese language such as 1) Japanese
orthography, 2) segmentation of Japanese sentences, and 3) Japanese word order. Then I
review the literature about Japanese particles and how particles have been viewed.

Orthography
The Japanese language is written in three types of orthographies: kanji, hiragana,
and katakana. Kanji (Chinese characters) is written for content words, which are nouns,
stems of verbs, and stems of adjectives. Kanji is ideographic, which means a symbol of
meaning, not a phonetically written symbol. When kanji is difficult for the writer or the
writer forgets the character of kanji, hiragana can be used. For example, the content
word “elephant” can be written in hiragana “

” and it can be written in kanji as “

”.

Both of them are read as /zou/. Either orthography can be acceptable in written language.
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The age of readers or writers, and the degree of difficulties in the text are considerations
for the use of kanji. Kanji is used more for adults or to express difficult concepts.
Kanji may use one character or several characters. When the content word is
written, the stem of the adjective or verb is written in kanji. But the last character of the
stem must be written in hiragana and the conjugation or inflectional part must be written
in hiragana. For example, “big” is written in hiragana as “
with hiragana as “

” /ookii/ or kanji

”. “ooki-” is a stem of “ookii‟”. After the stem, part of

conjugation is changed. “Put on” can be written either (noseta) only in hiragana
or

(Noseta) in kanji and hiragana combined.
Hiragana must be used for the inflection of verbs or adjectives, auxiliary verbs,

aspects, tense markers, and particles. There are some problems using hiragana for
and

as particles. For example, when the particle

pronounced /wa/. Normally the letter

/wa/ is used as a topic marker, it is

is pronounced /ha/ in a word.

For example,

Watashi-wa hashi-o tsuka-tta.
1

2

I-

3

topic chopstick-object use-past

I used chopsticks
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The first letter

is marked number 1 and is read as /wa/.

is also read as /wa/.

is marked by number 2 and

is marked by number 3 and is read as /ha/. These examples show

the confusion in the use of hirahana regarding the character

.

/wa/: This hiragana is used only for a letter within a word.
/wa/: This hiragana is read /wa/ when the letter is used for a particle.
/ha/: This hiragana is read /ha/ when the hiragana is used for a character
within a word.
Readers must distinguish if the letter is used for particles or words when they read the
sentence. The same letter is used as a particle or a part of a word and is often confused.
The following examples also cause confusion in reading. Hiragana

is read /he/

within a word; however, when the letter is used as a particle for „direction‟, the

must

be read /e/.

Watashi wa
I-topic

gakkoo-e
school-direction

ikimasu.
go- past

I went to school.
The hiragana

is read as /he/ within a word or as /e/ as a particle.
Word Boundary

Another problem is that the reader does not always appropriately distinguish
where a particle is because the Japanese language is written without segmentation.
Segmentation also leads the reader to read patterns of intonation. These two issues arise
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from the orthography of particles. To determine the particles while reading a sentence, a
reader may identify the particle, which is usually the last letter of a bunsetsu. The reason
is that particles follow a noun. Both the letters of hiragana at the end of the word and the
particle may be clues for the reader to distinguish the word boundary.
For example, normal sentences can be read as follows:

Watashi-wa

ringo- o

tabe-ta

I-

apple-object

eat-past

Topic

I ate an apple.
The particles of

/wa/ and

/o / are used in this sentence. If particles are treated

as the initial letter of a word, the reader will not be able to comprehend the meaning
accurately. The highlighted hiragana

*Watashi

haringo

is read as /wa/ instead of /ha/

o tabeta.

(* represents an incorrect sentence)
These examples show the relationship between segmentation and orthography of
hiragana.
A reader of Japanese must know how sentences are segmented by distinguishing
the particles while reading the sentence. This segmentation can be recognized by a pause
(Hashimoto 1949). This phonological segmentation phenomenon is pointed out as the
reader considers the meaning and grammatical functions. The segmentation is recognized
as a phrasal unit called bunsetsu and is a phrase combining a noun and a particle.
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Bunsetsu
Hashimoto (1949, 1983) coined the term bunsetsu to indicate the phenomenon of
the phrase unit as it is distinguished with phonological segmentation. He theorized the
characteristics of the sentence as bunsetsu units, which consist of sentences. There are
several types of bunsetsu in a sentence: 1) a noun with a particle, 2) am adverb, 3) a
conjunctural form of the verb or adjective, and 4) a predicate as a conjugational form
with aspect, voice, tense, and auxiliary (Hashimoto 1983). I focus on the type of unit as
a noun with particle in my research. Hashimoto theorized that the Japanese language is
structured around a unit consisting of a content word (noun) and a function word
(particle). There is no visual segmentation between bunsetsu. It is not clear how bunsetsu
can be phonologically distinguished, although Hashimoto pointed out phonological
segmentation occurs. While the reader is reading, the reader obviously distinguishes the
unit of bunsetsu. Based on Hashimoto‟s concept of bunsetsu, the field of Japanese
linguistics detailed and theorized the complex relationship with other bunsetsu units and
predicates (Tokieda, 1983; Okubo, 1978; Watanabe, 1981 ). The unit of bunsetsu can
have a flexible order, which will be explained in a later section. When the particle is
discussed, the relationship between this content word and the particle become important
because the meaning of other content words can play a role in the sentence. This
relationship is what Japanese linguists traditionally focused on (Tokieda 1944;
Minami1976; Watanabe 1981). Some researchers (Teramura1981; Muraki 2000; Nitta,
1996, Yamaoka 2000) point out that the semantic phenomena of the predicate regulates
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the use of particles. However, these theoretical frameworks have not been clearly
distinguished between the production process and the reading process.
In conducting eye movement research and phonetic research, Mazuka and Kondo
(1996) conclude that the bunsetsu is highly connected to the comprehension process;
however, this complexity has not been investigated in reading. An examination of the
bunsetsu reveals the complex history of linguistic views employed to understand the
relationship among Japanese content words and function words, sentences, and text.
Concepts of bunsetsu segmentation might be a clue to how comprehension of
Japanese language text occurs. In Japanese the function always follows a content word.
This unit of function and a content word are accompanied by other bunsetsu. Some of
the particles indicate case, such as agent, recipient, direct or indirect objects, locatives,
and instruments. The particles function in relationship to other bunsetsu and the whole
sentence. It is possible that particles direct the visual attention of the reader to the unit of
segmentation. If this visual recognition provides a clue to help comprehension of a
sentence or text, this might be detected through eye movement research of the reader‟s
eyes or through oral reading. The small function word – particle – within the bunsetsu
can play an important role in the comprehension of a Japanese text and, as a result,
provide insight into the Japanese reading process through miscue analysis.
Word Order
Japanese word order is not as rigid as English word order and is flexible whenever
a verb is at the end of a sentence (Kuroda, 1985; Kuno, 1973). For example, the
following sentence in English can be translated four different ways, (a) to (e) below, in
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Japanese. In the sentence three particles are used: „ni‟, „o,‟ and „wa‟. The particle „ni‟ is
an indirect object marker (dative), „o‟ is an object marker, and „wa‟ is an agent of a topic
in the sentence related to the text.
a.) Mr. Yamada gave Mr. Kimura an apple.
b.)
Yamada-san -wa

Kimura-san -ni

ringo- o

yatta.

Mr. Yamada-topic Mr. Kimura-dative apple-accusative give-past.
c.)
Yamada -san -wa

ringo-o

Kimura-san- ni

yatta.

Mr. Yamada-Topic apple-object Mr. Kimura-indirect(dative) give-Past
d.)
Ringo-o
Apple-Object

Yamada-san-wa

Kimura-san-ni

yatta.

Mr. Yamada-Topic Mr. Kimura-Dative give-past

e.)
Kimura-san-ni

ringo-o

Yamada-san wa yatta.

Mr. Kimura-indirect (dative) apple-object Mr. Yamada-topic give-past
The sentences above clearly show that word order is not rigid in Japanese
sentences as long as particles are attached to the end of a noun. These examples show
that the word boundaries and the functions of particles are important for understanding
meaning in a Japanese sentence.
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Particles and Predicates
Particles relate to orthography, segmentation of words, and word order, and help
the reader understand the meaning of a sentence. Vance (1993) describes the features of
particles as not simply understood. Japanese particles are not independent words; neither
are they inflections or suffixes. Instead, Japanese particles follow a noun phrase (NP) or
clause. Sometimes particles follow a clause without a nominal. Vance claims that
particles are arbitrarily used in a sentence and differ from morphemes and suffixes in
other languages. He clearly differentiates particles from suffixes and morphemes that are
traditionally categorized as particles.
There are four types of particles: case markers, focus markers, conjunction
markers, and sentence final particles. The function of the case marker is to assign how
words relate to each other in a meaningful sentence. For example, in English a case
marker would indicate the subject, direct object, indirect object, locative, instrument, and
time (Fillmore, 1968). Focus markers function to emphasize certain words or noun
phrases in a text or discourse. For example, the writer or speaker introduces a noun or NP
(noun phrase) to emphasize a certain word, negate meaning, or as a comparison to
another element in the text or discourse. Even though the sentence is scrambled, the
meaning is unchanged because Japanese particles function as case and focus markers. A
conjunction marker‟s function is to connect clauses to indicate cause, effect, contrast, and
apposition. A conjunction marker follows a clause. Sentence final particles are used in
conversational discourse. In written text, the sentence final marker is not used except for
writing a conversational sentence. Case markers and focus markers are used within a
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propositional sentence. Conjunction and sentence final particles are used after the
sentence. In my dissertation I do not include sentence final markers.
Case Markers
Japanese case is a linguistic constituent that functions to organize nouns or noun
phrases within a sentence. The noun phrase that relates to the other nouns and phrases is
bound together and given meaning by their shared predicate. The function of the case is
determined by the relationship between noun phrases (NP) and predicates. The
relationship between the NP and the NP, and between the NP and the verb is given
consideration in the Japanese language. Fillmore (1968) pointed out that the meaning of
the predicate relates to the choice of case. Fillmore subcategorized the semantic function
of verbs and the requirement of the case to construct a sentence. Japanese word order is
flexible and the particle assigns case (subject, object, indirect object, etc.) unlike English
in which word order regulates the function of case. The meaning of the predicate
regulates Japanese particles. The relationship between the meaning of a noun and the
meaning of the predicate determines what kind of particle should be used (Teramura
1981, 1984; Muraki, 2000; Nitta, 1996; Yamaoka, 2000).
Yamaoka (2000) points out that the function of the particle is defined by the
relationship between the noun phrases (NP) in an interaction between the listener and the
speaker. Yamaoka states that the use of case markers depends on how predicates of verbs
or adjectives are used in certain context. The context and predicate regulate the
requirements of case. Context and language use define the sentence structure for the
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concerned listener. This may imply that the reader may be able to predict the relationship
between the particles and the predicate through context when the reader is reading.
Examples of case markers are as follows:
The particle

/o/ can be used as an object marker, a locative marker or a criterion

marker. For example,
/o/ as an object marker:

Watashi-wa
I-topic

ringo -o

apple- object

tabeta
eat - past

I ate an apple.
/o/ as a locative markere:

Inu ga

hashi -o

Dog-agent

bridge -locative

watatta
cross-past

The dog crossed the bridge.
/ni/ is used for several functions depending on the verb.
Agent:

Sono kodomo ni

dekiru

The child - agent

can do.

The child

can do.
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Goal:
Kodomo wa kishi ni

iku

Child- agent seashore-goal go- verb
Locative

Sono kodomo wa

fune ni

shirushi o

The boy-agent

Boat- locative

tuekemashita

Verb mark Past

(The boy) marked on the boat.
Depending on the use of the predicate, the particle

/ni/ can indicate agent,

patient, source, goal, cause, locative, criterion, or beneficiary. The particle

/ga / can

indicate agent, object, source, cause, or beneficiary.
The particle

/de/ can indicate instrument, cause, or locative (place where an

event takes place). The particle

/kara/ can indicate patient or source. The particle

/to/ can indicate object or patient.

/e/ and is used as a function of the goal. I list only

the case particles from Yamaoka (2000), which relate to my research because it was not
necessary in my study to use all of the case markers. The major case markers are as
follows:
Case:
Agent: ni, ga, de,
Object: ga, o, to
Patient: ni
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Source: ni, ga, kara
Goal: ni, e
Instrument : de
Cause: ni, ga, de,
Criteria: ni, o
Beneficial: ni, ga

Case Markers with Adjectives
Although a case marker is also used with adjectives, I will not explain them here
because in my research these particles are not used in the text. The examples above show
that the meaning of the predicate, verb or adjective, regulates the use of particles.
However, the relationship between particles and the meaning of predicates is fully used
for production when the speaker or writer grasps the whole meaning of the event or
notion. Therefore, the use of particles relates to the predicate.
However, while reading, the reader may not use the meaning of the predicate
because the predicate does not appear until almost the end of the sentence. Thus, the case
marker with the noun might be a trigger to assume the meaning of the up-coming
predicate. A case marker is used within the sentence. However, the following focused
marker relates to the discourse, coherence and the writers focus on certain nouns. This is
distinguished from the case marker.
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Focus Markers
Another type of particle is called the focus marker (toritateshi or keijoshi), which
emphasizes certain nouns or certain noun phrases in the context. The function of the
focus marker is to focus on the meaning of a noun, adjective, verb or phrase within a
certain context. It can function to bridge the context or clue with the reader‟s mind (or
speakers‟ mind), and includes underlying presuppositions in the context. This particle is
called an attitudinal marker because of the attitude of the speaker or reader toward certain
nouns or having a different opinion from the presupposition.
For example:

Ippon- mo

nai.

One (long article) –Focus even nothing.
There is nothing, not even one.
/mo/ is translated as the word „even‟. However, this
„one long article‟ with nothing. The other function

/mo/ emphasizes the

mo means „also”, for example

Yakunin mo kenbutsunin mo odoroita
Officers-focus onlookers-focus verb-past
Officers, also on lookers, were surprised
The worker for the governor‟s office and also the onlookers were
surprised.
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This mo is related to the presupposition „also” which implies that other people
were surprised. Although there are other focus makers such as sae, dake, demo, I leave
them out because they are not included in the text for my research.
The use of

/wa/ has previously been discussed as a focus marker. Syntactically,

/wa/ is treated as a topic or focus marker. However, the term „topic‟ is ambiguous.
Topics can be categorized in four groups: emphasis, comparison, negation, and as an
indicator of old information (Makino & Tsutsui, 1986). The emphasis on

/wa/ is used

in the following sentence.
Emphasis:

John- wa kmashita
John-topic come-past
John came
This sentence is the answer to the question „Did John come?‟.
Comparison:

John-wa kita ga, Yamada wa konakatta .
John-Topic come-PAST, but Mr. Yamada -TOPIC come -negation
past
John came but Yamada did not come.
In this sentence, John and Yamada were compared.
Negation:
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John -wa konakatta.
John -focus come-negation-past
John did not come.
Old information:

Mukashi

obaasan-ga

imashita

Once upon a time, old woman-new information exist-past
Once upon a time, there was an old woman.

Aru hi

obaasan-wa

kawa -e sentaku-ni

One day, old woman- old information river-goal wash- purpose

ikimashita.
go-past.
One day the old woman went to a river to wash her clothes.

Sentence Final Particles
The third type of particle, the sentence final particle, is used in the final position
of a sentence such as

yo,

wa,

ne, and often is used to form a question like

The sentence final particle is used when the sentence is directed to another person.

ka.
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Usually the sentence final particles (SFP) are not used when speaking alone because they
are used for the consideration of the listeners. However, these sentence final particles are
not used in the text for this dissertation, so I leave out an explanation of them.
Conjunctional Particles
There are Japanese particles that are used as conjunctive particles. Conjunctional
particles link clauses to form complex sentences. Traditionally, the conjunctional
particles include a form of inflected verb. Teramura (1981) proposed that inflections be
categorized as inflected verbs or adjectives. The conjunctional particles are not treated in
the same way as particles. For example, the following two sentences, (a) and (b), are
combined, and sentence (c) is produced.
(a) Watashi-wa tegami- o kakimasu.
I-topic letter-object write future
I will write the letter.
(b) Watashi-wa
I-topic

hon-o

book-object

yoimasu.
read -future

I will read the book.
(c) Watashi-wa tegami o kaite, hon o ymimasu.
I will write the letter then I will read the book.
Kaite (write) in sentence (c) is from the infinitive form of kaku (to write), the
verb stem plus „-ite‟. This inflection is not categorized in particles. However, if the
particle kara is used after sentence (a), the “kara” is treated as a particle. This kara means
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“after” in English. The following sentence clearly shows the function of kara after the
event of the clause Watashi-wa tegami o kaku (I will write a letter).”
(d) Watashi-wa tegami o
I- topic letter-object

kaite-kara,

hon o

write-after

yomimasu.

book-object read- future

After I write a letter, I will read the book.
Kara is used as a particle in sentence (d). This

kara is a conjunctional

particle. I include this type of conjunctional particle as a particle for my research.
Kara (reason),

node,(reason),

ga (but) are also included in this particle. I

summarize the above particles, which relate to my research, in the following section.
Summary of Particles
1. Orthographically, a particle must be written in hiragana.
2. A particle follows a NP (noun phrase) in a sentence. For example,
/ga/ (subject),
/e/ (direction),

/o/ (accusative),
/de / (locative),

/ni / (dative),
/ni / (locative),

/ni / (time)
These particles are used as case markers.
3. A particle can follow a subordinate clause. For example,
/ga/ (but),

- /node / (because); by convention, a comma follows

conjunctive particles. These particles do not function as case markers.
4. A particle can be used at the end of sentences (sentence final particles). These
are not case markers.
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/ka/ : Question marker.
Other sentential final particles are not included in my research except for

ka.

A focused particle is called toritateshi or keijoshi in Japanese, and some are connected to
the end of the predicate to reflect the speaker‟s attitude toward a certain noun in a
proposition like

wa (Teramura, 1986; Numata, 1988). This type of particle follows a

noun or a case particle,

wa/ (Topic), to focus a certain noun or noun phrase in context.

It functions as old information, negation with the negative form of a predicate, a
contrastive, or exaggeration of the noun.
/mo / (also, too) : Emphasizing the negative by contrasting the
speaker‟s expectations with the real situation.
Other focus maker such as sae, koso, and dake are not included in my research. These
groups of particles function to emphasize certain meanings of a unit, called toritateshi
(Teramura, 1986; Numata 1988) or focused particles (Vance, 1993). These types of
particles follow a NP or another particle. In the text for my study

/mo/ and

/wa/

were used.
Understanding the function of particles is the key to understanding the
relationship between noun phrases in a sentence and their predicates and to convey
meaning in ongoing text. Particles are used to express the writer or speaker‟s attitude
toward the propositions, which are the elements of content in the sentence.
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JAPANESE PARTICLES AND TEXT
Halliday (1985) points out that it is possible to research text through a
microscopic view of building the text, and from the macroscopic level of discourse.
These views can be applied to how the reader processes particles while reading a
Japanese text.
The research on particles has mainly focused on sentence production, and not
from the perspective of reading a text. The analysis of sentences has been the focus of
the microscopic perspective. It has been generally thought that the verb limits the choice
of particles in a sentence. However, it is important to investigate how the reader uses
particles to comprehend the text. Some researchers such as Bekes (1987) and Minami
(1976) look at the both the microscopic and the global view on particles in reading.
Coherence and Particles
Bekes‟s (1987) found that particles are used as devices to sustain coherence. He
conducted research on native speakers of Japanese who were instructed to read short
sentences. These readers then paraphrased the sentences. Bekes studied how the readers
paraphrased the contents of the short sentences they had only read once. He found that
particles were used in three ways. First, they were used to simplify sentences by marking
the case. Second, propositional sentences were connected logically to other sentences by
conjunctions or conjunctional particles. Third, certain types of particles were used at the
end of clauses, so that the main clause was not confused with other clauses. He makes the
general conclusion that particles are required to simplify sentences by marking the case.
Particles indicating time or location can be arbitrarily moved at the clause level.
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Bekes (1987, 1992) does not clearly distinguish reading from production in his
model. He instead focuses on how a reader understands the original text (short
sentences) by paraphrasing. He shows how readers comprehend the content of a text.
Bekes develops a model of the paraphrasing process, which may be schematized as
follows:
(A) The reader understands the text or discourse.
(B) The reader inputs meaning into his own mental structure.
(C) The reader interprets from each element of the input.
(D) The reader mentally constructs his own meaningful text based on his
comprehension of the short sentences.
(E) The reader encodes the meaning of the linguistic elements in order to
express them in appropriate language forms.
(F) The reader can create the sentences of the paraphrase.
In his model of paraphrasing, steps (A) through (D) involve the reading process,
and (E) and (F) involve production of the paraphrase. Bekes‟ model clearly shows
bottom-up comprehension, in which words and sentences must be inputted into the
reader‟s mind before the reader comprehends sentences in the entire text. If this model is
valid, each element should be linearly understood, and thus the reader should understand
the whole sentence. After the reader reads all of the sentences, the reader connects each
sentence to the others in order to understand the flow of the story. In other words, Bekes‟
model may lead to the construct that the reader can only comprehend the meaning of the
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text after he has finished reading all of the sentences. The elements in a sentence the
reader has read and the following sentence do not interact.
Bekes mentions that the content of the text is mentally built in the reader‟s mind.
His finding is that hierarchically the use of particles is selected for paraphrasing. He
bases this finding on Minami‟s research (1976, 1992) as follows:
A.) Particles are used within a proposition.
B.) Particles are used as conjunctions to connect sentences.
C.) Particles are used to connect certain words to the context and
discourse.
Minami and Bekes conclude that particles are related to comprehension, or the
construction of text based on bottom-up processing. Minami claims that there are three
cognitive functions from (A) to (B) in a series. He also states that global coherence is
sustained by the use of the devices at the (B) and (C) level.
Both Minami (1976, 1992) and Bekes (1987, 1992) found that particles are used
in the relationship between sentences and text. The use of particles in paraphrasing was
also analyzed in their research. Therefore, they do not show the ongoing process in
reading. My research focuses on how the reader processes particles while reading.
Goodman‟s reading model (1996) is significant to understanding readers‟ comprehension
process and is a most useful tool to look at the on going reading process.
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THE PROCESS ORIENTED TOOL OF GOODMAN‟S READING MODEL
Goodman‟s Reading Model
Miscue analysis is a way of understanding a reader‟s processing of ongoing
reading sentences and text. Goodman (1996) points out that “meaning is constructed by
the reader in transacting with the text.” (p. 85). Goodman states, “We construct a
perceptual image that makes use of our sense of meaning of the text we are reading, as
well as its syntactic and semantic structures.” (p. 97). Goodman further states:
The reader must construct his or her own grammatical structure in making
sense of it. At the beginning of each clause or sentence, you must predict
what you think its structure will be and then process what follows within
the structure you assign. If your first prediction does not work out, you
may have to reconsider or reread (or ask the speaker to repeat) (p. 98).
The above process-oriented view is my focus on particles.
While the reader is reading Japanese sentences, the reader miscues not only on
content words, but also on particles. For example, omission, substitution, insertion
miscues in the use of „wa‟ and „ga‟, when used as the subject, topic or cohesive markers,
and „e‟, „to‟, „ni‟, and so forth, may occur. These miscues on particles show that the
reader does not simply pass the unit of NP. The reader is predicting syntax and
connecting coherent meaning of the coming sentences with the formerly read text.
Goodman (1996) illustrates the reading process of the text as follows. While
reading a text, a reader tries to comprehend it actively through printed letters. In reading
an ongoing sentence, a reader constructs the meaning flow to make sense from the
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content of the story in print. The reader forms text in his mind while reading the text. The
reader transacts the meaning and inputs information from the text into an internal text.
This transactional process allows the reader to make miscues (Goodman, 1970, 1994,
1996, 2005;.Y. Goodman, et al. 1987). This is evidence that the reader tries to make
sense of the coherent meaning flowing from the text. Therefore, Goodman uses the term
„miscues‟ instead of „errors‟. The reader‟s miscues show strategies used to comprehend
ongoing sentences, as well as the reader‟s prior knowledge of the sentences from the text,
and efforts to predict the upcoming words. (K. Goodman & Y. Goodman, 1977; Y.
Goodman et al.,1987; Goodman 1996). A reader predicts the upcoming words, phrases,
ideas in relation to the prior text. This active processing occurs while reading a text in
simultaneous interaction with the three language cueing systems of orthography, syntax,
and semantics. The process is explained as a cycle (Goodman 1996):
To get from the visual input our eyes provide to our brains to the meaning
our brains construct, we must go through four cycles; visual, perceptual,
syntactic and semantic. It helps to think of this as a continuous process in
which, once we begin to read (receive the visual input), each cycle follows
the preceding one. The situational context in which we begin reading
immediately sets up meaning expectations that influence what we‟re looking
for when we look at the print. (p.92)
An Example of Miscue
Goodman (1987) investigated oral miscues of the articles “a” and “the” in written
English text and found that the function of old information in the use of “the” is an
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anaphoric function that refers to antecedent words and is confirmed by repetition, which
shows that the reader needs to refer the encountered “the” to the information already
given in the text. In the same paragraph, the reader tended to miscue the article “a” as
“the” and tried to make sense of the meaning by connecting the knowledge already given
in the text. However, in a new paragraph, the first “a” tends to be read as “the” in the old
information. This is associated with the concept of “new information” in the first index in
the text, and the concept of “old information” as given information in a text (Kuno, 1973)
and can be analyzed by „miscue analysis‟ to investigate these functional words or certain
focus words.
Processing Japanese Particles
In previous research, the process of reading Japanese has been discussed based
primarily on the relationship between syntactic rules and semantics (Nakayama, 1995).
When particles are assigned as a complement to the meaning of the content in the
structure, they become a subordinate category. If selection of particles is decided after
assigning the function of the content words in a structure, how can the reader process
words encountered before the predicate appears in Japanese? This raises the question of
whether a reader will predict words related to prior knowledge more often while reading
a Japanese text. However, a reader may try to comprehend upcoming words. If this is so,
Japanese reading research may show that readers incorporate information from prior
sentences into the ongoing sentence in order to comprehend a text.
In an English text, K. Goodman (1996) and Y. Goodman, et al. (2006) point out
that prior knowledge of the sentence affects the reader‟s processing of upcoming words
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before the reader has finished reading the sentence. This active processing is explained in
reading miscues. The real situation in reading a Japanese text is not necessarily to
encounter the predicate because the use of particles may play an important role in the
comprehension process by predicting. Particles may serve a confirming function. While
reading a text, the use of particles is important to the comprehension process. The
Japanese particle and its relationship with the noun may be related to the reader‟s
perception in reading. On the issue of perception, K. Goodman (1996) states:
Perception is a process of constructing images from visual input by
drawing on the schemas we‟ve formed for organizing what we see to fit
what we know. The process is always constructive. Our perceptions aren‟t
controlled by what we see. We did not just recognize letters and words by
matching what we see to some stored image. We construct perceptions in
response to what we see; we select from what we see what will be most
useful in forming the perceptual images we need to make sense of what
we are seeing. (p. 97)
This perception is applicable for analysis of how a reader perceives orthography,
segmentation, word boundary, bunsetsu and the connection to the predicate.
Miscue Analysis on Japanese Particles
There is very little research on reading particles. From my initial curiosity, I
assumed that if the acquisition of particles was not easy, miscue would occur while
reading. My research may show interesting results in this area and should help in
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understanding the role Japanese particles play in reading Japanese text. My research may
also show a difference between L2 and L1 readers in relation to reading Japanese.
Yamashita (2003) found reader miscues on the Japanese particles

/wa/ and

/ga/ based on each function. The reader tried to use particles to comprehend a sentence
with interaction between the syntactic construction and information from the text. For
example,

/wa/ has four functions, and

/ga/ has two functions based on Makino and

Tsutsui (1986). One of the functions of the particle

/wa/ relates to the text, referring to

old information in the previous text. This type of particle

/wa/ was not miscued by a

proficient reader. However, when the proficient reader encountered the particle

/wa/

related to the co-occurrence with a predicate, the reader tried to predict the sentence
structure by using /wa/ before encountering the predicates in the Japanese sentence. The
reader tried to use a particle to construct meaning with syntactic and semantic cues while
making sense of the meaning. The reader‟s prediction of the structure led the reader to
miscue.
On the other hand, a less proficient reader did not detect the difference between
the use of

/wa/ at the text level and at the sentence level with co-occurrence of the

negative predicate. In fact, in the function of old information,

/wa/ was miscued more

in less proficient reader‟s reading than in proficient reader‟s reading. The less proficient
Japanese reader also miscues

/ga/ for

/wa/ within a subordinate clause, and

/ga/

within a simple sentence. The proficient reader uses more information from the text level
to process the particle than to process information from the sentence level. The less
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proficient reader tends to focus on comprehending at the sentence level, although it is
difficult to process the particle at the sentence level. If the same particles are used, the
proficient reader might miscue the particle more at this level of function. However, how
other particles were miscued is unknown which leads to the importance of miscues on
particles.
EYE MOVEMENT RESEARCH FOR JAPANESE
Eye Movement
„Miscue analysis‟ is one of the methods used to understand the reader‟s
comprehension process. The other tool to understand the comprehension process is eye
movement. In eye movement research a reader‟s eye movements are recorded while
reading a text. Eye movement data is a tool used to analyze how the reader reads printed
texts. Basically, why the eye needs a certain amount of time to fixate on a word has been
interpreted based on linguistic theory. The investigation of the fixation duration time with
fixation points has been the focus of the eye movement research in reading. It will be
valuable to investigate how Japanese particles are processed in the frame of Goodman‟s
Reading Model (1996) especially through eye movements and fixation points
During eye fixation, the eye perceives three regions: foveal view, parafoveal
view, and peripheral view. In the foveal region, the fixation point of the reader‟s eye
grasps the letters clearly surrounding the fixation point. In the parafoveal view, 75 % of
letters can be seen; and in the peripheral view the reader can grasp less than 45% of
letters (Brown, et. al. 2005). However, Goodman pointed out that how the reader
perceives the sentences depends on how the reader selects, chooses and predicts the
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meaning. The percentage of letter recognition does not mean that readers always grasp all
of the meaning. This view of the perception and comprehension process has also been
pointed out by other eye movement studies (Goodman, 2005; Duckett, 2001; Paulson,
2000; Paulson and Freeman, 2005).

Interpretation of Eye Fixation Points
Underwood and Batt (1996) identified three interpretations of eye fixations: post
fixation, eye mind (on-line fixation), and parafoveal processing. Post fixation theory is
that all processing of information extracted during fixation would have to occur after the
fixation has been completed. During fixation, the word is processed or the reader
predicts other upcoming words. During on-line (eye mind), the reader processes the text
in multiple ways. For example:
1.) Getting the meaning of the fixated word
2.) Interacting between previous context and the fixated word.
3.) Searching syntactic information and confirming the information.
4.) Confirming the meaning.
5.) Predicting the next meaning of words or syntactic feature.
The reader determines parafoveal processing during fixation. In the parafoveal
view, the reader catches upcoming elements. Both on-line fixation and parafoveal view
are important to use for research.
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Parafoveal View
During fixation, the eye may get information from upcoming words. The
parafoveal view catches fourteen characters of the Roman alphabet and seven characters
in Japanese (Osaka, 1987). The parafoveal view may also help the eye land on the next
fixation (Rayner & Sereno, 1994). The reader predicts meaning before fixation and
confirms meaning after fixation. Further study of eye fixation on Japanese particles
during reading may be important.
McConkie and Rayner (1976) found that 14 letters to the right of the fixation
point could be grasped. To the left of the fixation point, four letters could be grasped.
Inhoff and Rayner (1986) found that the reader could get information from the parafoveal
region while the eye gets information from the foveal region.
Osaka (1987) found that a reader could grasp 20 letters in the parafoveal region in
kanji based text, and seven letters in hiragana based text because kanji letters are easier
to recognize in the parafoveal view. He also found that kanji characters are faster to
process than hiragana and katakana. He pointed out that the shorter fixation time on
kanji words might be related to the span of the parafoveal view or the shorter fixation
duration time involved in the processing of kanji characters, which helped to give the eye
a larger span than eye span for hiragana characters. In English text, Henderson and
Ferreira (1990) point out that when the fixated word was not complicated, the parafoveal
view could be more advantageous.
This information regarding parafoveal view may relate to the sampling, selection,
and prediction process in the Goodman‟s reading model (1996). This might be related to
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reading Japanese particles and bunsetsu, or distinguishing bunsetsu units and word
boundaries.
Eye Movement and Length of Words
Another important previous report in eye movement research concerned length of
word. Particles are not long words. Eye movement research shows the relationship
between the length of word and the length of fixation duration time. McConkie (1983),
and McConkie and Rayner (1976) found that the longer word was more often fixated than
shorter words. In terms of Japanese particles, they were simple and short; however, the
fixation duration time varied (Yamashita, 2003). For example, the length of one to three
mora is a common length of a particle. However, some are as long as 1,000 millisecond
(Yamashita, 2003). The finding of McConkies (1983) cannot be applied directly to eye
movement on Japanese particles. It is important to clarify the reasons why longer fixation
times occur on particles.
In reading English text, Just and Carpenter (1983) pointed out that a long fixation
duration time indicated the difficulty the reader had processing the word during reading
and, furthermore, that unfixated words were not processed. Underwood and Batt (1994)
state:
The more difficult the processing involved in comprehending the sentence,
the longer should be the fixation, so as to allow more time for extraction
of information from the word being inspected, and more for consideration
of how the word should be integrated with the sentence (p.150).
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If the Japanese particle is difficult for the reader to process, fixation duration time
becomes longer. Although the particle itself is short and simple, why the processing of
the particle is difficult is unknown. The important factor is that particles are function
words used to construct sentences and might relate to the meaningful flow of the text.
The long fixation on particles and eye movements might be a clue to understanding a
reader‟s comprehension of the interaction between words and particles, particles and
sentences, and between sentences and text.
Eye Movement and Function Words
In the research on whether eye fixation occurs on functional words or content
words, Osaka (1990) reported that the reader‟s eye jumped on the kanji words in the text.
He concluded that content words are mainly fixated. Eye movements in English text
might be useful references to look at how the reader grasps the function word.
Carpenter and Just (1983) found that 18 percent of content words are not fixated
and 62 percent of function words are not fixated in English text. Carpenter and Just
(ibid) conclude that a reader knows where the eye will land. Their results show that
during the processing of words, the reader‟s eye functions to grasp the upcoming words
and selects where the eye will make its next landing.
The function of Japanese particles is different from function words in English.
Japanese particles assign case and may relate to the text before the reader encounters the
predicate, which is the key to the prediction of the sentence structure.
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Eye Movement and Word Frequency
Concerning eye fixation on frequent words, Rayner and Duffy (1986) found that
the frequency of a word in a text causes the reader‟s fixation duration time to become
shorter. Although particles are very frequently used in Japanese sentences, fixation
duration time for particles varies (Yamashita, 2003).
Rayner and Duffy (ibid) found that low frequency words require a longer fixation
duration time than processing of high frequency words. Rayner and Duffy as well as
other researchers have also found that words of the same length, which were ambiguous,
but of high frequency in a text, required a longer fixation duration time (Inhoff & Rayner
1986; Rayner 1992; Rayner & Duffy 1986). However, Japanese particles are frequently
used in text, and the fixation duration time varies.
Eye Movement and Syntax
A consideration in the issue of Japanese syntax is that the reader‟s eye cannot
catch the meaning of the predicate until the reader encounters the predicate. The predicate
contains the core information that determines what case is used in the sentence. This
information helps the reader predict what kind of structure should be up-coming. In
English, when the eye grasps the subject, the reader‟s eye might find the verb during
fixation on the subject in English text. This relationship helps predict upcoming
arguments (nouns assigned cases such as object, dative, locative, etc.). However, since
the Japanese predicate is at the end of the sentence, this means the reader may not be able
to predict the meaning of the sentence from the view of English structure.
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However, Kamide, et al. (2005) pointed out that through eye fixation patterns, the
participant is anticipating upcoming words without using the predicate. Although Kamide
et al. used auditory experiments through pictures on the computer screen, eyes fixated
core items before fixating verbal action. This study concluded that the semantic
information of the verb does not affect Japanese sentence processing. Kamide‟s eye
movement research might be useful to look at in terms of further research.
When the reader reads the sentence, the reader does not follow the meaning of the
predicate to predict the structure in the Japanese language. This means that the argument
structure based on the semantic structure of the predicate does not occur in reading
Japanese. However, in reading it is unknown how much the particle is used in
comprehending the text.
Fixation duration times on words are different in a sentence. For instance, the
fixation on a verb is longer than the fixation time on a noun (Holmes and O‟Regan 1981;
Rayner 1977). It can be interpreted as the verb playing an important role in
comprehension of sentences because the verb might have a connection to the structure of
the sentence.
Based on the research of Holmes and O‟Regan (1981), and Rayner (1977), the
reader might take more time to predict the sentence structure while the eye is landing on
the verb. In the structure of Japanese, since predicates are at the end of the sentence, the
time for prediction might be different than in English. The structure may affect the L2
reader‟s processing time.
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Frazier and Rayner (1982) pointed out that when a reader encounters an
ambiguous word in a sentence, fixation duration time becomes longer. Since Japanese
particles are function words, the meaning of the sentence may appear ambiguous before
the reader encounters the predicate. The reader cannot understand which function the
particle has before encountering the predicate. How long the reader of Japanese takes to
predict the Japanese predicate is unknown.
Fixation duration times on predictable words from the prior context are shorter
than on less predictable words (Ehrlich and Rayner 1981; Balota, Pollatsek, and Rayner
1985). If the reader can predict the function of the particle immediately, the fixation
duration time might be shorter. According to Yamashita (2003), the reader took a shorter
fixation duration time on the fixation of the particle, „
particle

(/wa/)‟ and „

(/ga/)‟, when the

(/wa/) is related to prior text. However, when the particle related to the

predicate in the sentence, the fixation duration time became longer. However, the
fixation duration time for other particles is unknown.
Barnett (1989), Koda (1987), and Hayess (1988) asked “how do native speakers
of English, who read alphabetically, read a text written in non-alphabet systems?” Koda
found that orthographic differences affect the reading process. Koda also found that
processing of hiragana is faster than processing of kanji words. She points out that
phonological processing is faster than processing ideographic characters. This result is in
contrast to Osaka‟s (1987) findings. The difference between Koda and Osaka‟s findings
is that Osaka used text, while Koda used word recognition processing.
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Eye Movement and Word Boundary Issues
There is rarely eye movement research related to word boundary. One research
study examined the detection of misspelling. Ehrlich and Rayner (1981) found that
misspelled words require a longer fixation duration time and are more frequently fixated.
If the reader cannot find the word boundary, the reader may still keep searching for it. In
attempting to identify the word boundary immediately, the reader should recognize the
misspelling. Finding misspellings in English might be a process similar to the recognition
of boundaries between words and particles in Japanese.
Kondo and Osaka (1996) found the eye fixation occurred for bunsetsu, a bounded
linguistic unit in a Japanese sentence. The bunsetsu consists of a noun and a particle and
is a unit with a case assigned phrase (NP + particle). Kondo and Mazuka (1996) focused
on the „NP + particle‟ type of bunsetsu. They found that voice span and eye span were
different. The eye moves further than the voice. While the eye might try to find the
boundary of the bunsetsu, they point out that the voice span can be described as the unit
of the „bunsetsu‟. Since the fixation duration time on particles in Japanese varies, this
might be part of the reason the eye fixates longer on particles, i.e. it might be to
understand their function in the sentence and to predict the meaning of the sentence.
Comparison of Eye Movement Between L2 and L1 Readers
How is eye movement research conducted to detect differences in L2 and L1
readers? Word frequency, length of words, and the difficulty of words are unknown
parameters. However, Bernhardt (1987) found differences in how L1 and L2 readers
process function words and content words.
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Bernhardt (1987) found that when experienced native readers of German read
German text, the fixation duration time was shorter than when American readers of
German read German text. The native German reader could retain 80% of the fixated
words according to the recall protocol. Bernhardt pointed out that the native German
reader took more time to fixate on function words than on content words. L2 readers
experienced in reading German read in the same manner as the native German readers.
Bernhardt found that second language learners of German did not pay as much attention
to the functional words.
DO MISCUES OF PARTICLES RELATE TO
THE L2 AND L1 READERS‟ EYE MOVEMENTS?
Paulson (2000), Freeman (2001), and Duckett (2002) looked for the relationship
between fixation points and miscues. Yamashita (ibid) investigated the relationship
between miscues and eye fixation on the Japanese particles

/wa/ and

/ga/.

Depending on the function of the particle, the reader of different levels of proficiency
shows differences between miscues and fixation duration time. Yamashita (ibid) is the
only research of the relationship between fixation duration times and miscue on other
Japanese particles.
The methodology of reading process based on eye movement and „miscue
analysis‟ is used by Paulson (2000, 2003), Freeman (2002), and Duckett (2002). Paulson
and Freeman (2005) found that substitution miscues correlate to longer fixation duration
time. Paulson (ibid) also found that during miscues the voice is not associated with the
eye‟s fixation point. The eye moves ahead of the voice. During repetition and
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substitution miscues, the eye fixates on other words not on the ones with miscues.
However, the fixation duration time was longer than the normal fixation duration points.
Duckett (2002) found that the eye does not necessarily look at the printed letters
when a child reads a children‟s book. While reading sentences the reader‟s eye refers to
the picture related to the sentence in order to comprehend the written text. Duckett found
that when the reader cannot understand the meaning of the word, readers miscued and
tried to find the meaning from the pictures.
Prosodic Information
Prosodic information includes pitch, accentuation, intonation, and other sound
representation. When reading a text, prosodic information is used to confirm the linkage
of a word and particles as a syntactic unit. Prosody leads the reader to distinguish the
words in ambiguous sentences.
Kondo and Mazuka (1996) found that while reading, prosody helps the reader
decide word boundary in Japanese. According to Kondo and Mazuka, syntax and prosody
interact to confirm word boundary. The result of their eye movement research indicates
that fixation occurs on the unit of „bunsetsu‟, which can consist of the word with a
particle or the word with a morpheme. They found that readers tried to analyze the
boundaries of bunsetsu in Japanese language sentences.
The occurrence of pause after a phrasal unit as a bunsetsu has been pointed out to
be important phenomena in the construction of a sentence since Hashimoto (ibid) coined.
However, how prosodic information relates to reading comprehension is unknown.
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CONCLUSION
In this chapter, the literature review shows the research on particles, and
methodologies of miscues and eye movement. Previous research shows that the function
of particles is connected to the organizational structure, a device to keep coherence and to
maintain the relationship with the sentential flow. However, in the field of reading, the
view of function for the particle might be different from other perspectives. The purpose
of this dissertation is to show the role of particle miscues and eye movements on the role
of the particle in reading Japanese. The combination between miscue analysis and eye
movement research is a strong tool to explore the role of particles in reading and to
investigate how L2 and L1 readers read Japanese particles. Based on „Goodman‟s
reading model‟ (1996) this literature review helps to explore the following questions:
(1) In what ways do L2 and L1 Japanese readers miscue on particles?
(2) Why do L2 and L1 Japanese readers elongate the phoneme of the particle?
(3) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye movements show fixation points on
particles?
(4) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to the L2 and
L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles?
(5) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points on particles relate to
elongation?
(6) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points relate to miscues and
elongation?
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN
This chapter explains how research was conducted on the process of reading
particles while reading Japanese text. In order to investigate this process, two methods
were used: 1) eye movement research, and 2) miscue analysis to focus on Japanese
particles. During the reading of a text aloud from a computer screen, the student‟s
reading was tape recorded for analysis of miscues and for examination of prosodic
information. While the subject was reading the text on the computer screen, an eye
tracker tracked the reader‟s eye movements and provided data on eye fixation points.
These two methods were used to analyze the reading process in L1 and L2 readers of
Japanese. This design was used to answer the following research questions:
(1) In what ways do L2 and L1 Japanese readers miscue on particles?
(2) Why do L2 and L1 Japanese readers elongate the phoneme of the particle?
(3) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye movements show fixation points on
particles?
(4) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to the L2 and
L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles?
(5) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points on particles relate to
elongation?
(6) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points relate to miscues and
elongation?
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PROCEDURES
Participants
The participants were divided into two groups: five students of Japanese (L2)
whose first language was English, and four students whose first language was Japanese
(L1). All students were attending the University of Arizona.
The L1 subjects graduated from high school or college in Japan before coming to
the United States. The L2 readers studied Japanese in the United States for more than
three years. They knew how to read and write kanji, hiragana, and katakana. However,
their knowledge of kanji was limited due to their exposure of kanji through textbooks.
The participants were chosen such that their exposure to the Japanese language
was consistent among them. Using these criteria, then, a comparison between L1 and L2
readers may show differences in the reading process of particles and text comprehension.
Setting
The data was collected at the EMMA (Eye Movement and Miscues Analysis)
laboratory at the College of Education at the University of Arizona. The equipment
available for doing eye movement research is as follows:
Sony Eye Tracking Camera.
ASL Computer Monitor
ASL Software: Eyenal 5000,
Sony Tape Recorder
Sony Video Casset Tape Recorder
Microphone
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In the eye movement lab, each reader sat in front of a computer screen. The
reader‟s eyes were calibrated. To collect data on eye fixation the eye camera tracked the
pupil of the reader‟s eye while reading. After the calibration was completed, the reader
read a meaningful text. While reading the text aloud, the reader‟s voice was recorded on
videotape as well as on a tape recorder.
While each participant was reading the text, the eye camera tracked the movement
of the reader‟s pupil and recorded fixation point data. The computer recorded how the
eye fixated on a word and how much time was spent on the word. The voice recording
was used to code for miscues after the recording. Then the participants were recorded as
they retold the story. This was analyzed for reader comprehension.
DATA COLLECTION
Eye Movements
The reader‟s eyes move rapidly over the written text: printed letters, characters,
spaces, and punctuation. An eye-tracking camera tracked the eye movements for each
reader. The computer calculated how many milliseconds it took the eye to fixate on a
fixation point. The number of fixation points and the duration time of each fixation point
were extracted from the data. The data was used to determine the number of fixations
and the fixation duration time on particles. The fixation points were analyzed and
interpreted. Eye movements and fixation patterns provided other clues to the reading
process in Japanese.
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Directions for the Reader
Before collecting data, I explained the purposes of this study to the reader and
gave the following direction to the reader in Japanese for L1 readers and in English for
L2 readers.
The purpose of this research is to study how a reader comprehends a
Japanese text. You will read a Japanese story. First, we are going to calibrate the
computer camera to your left eye.
The camera will track your eye movements as you read the text. When you look at
the computer screen, you will see nine numbered black dots. Staring at number one,
please focus on the center of the black dot. After you have focused on the center of the
first black dot, we will repeat this process on dots two through nine. After you have
completed this step, I will confirm the accuracy of the eye calibration by asking you to
refocus on specific numbered dots. I will give you a number and ask you to focus on the
center of the black dot that corresponds to that number. You may be asked to repeat this
process several times. After the calibration process is completed, I will ask you to begin
reading orally. The text will be displayed on the computer screen. When you have
finished reading a screen, please click the left mouse button to continue to the next
screen. There are a total of five screens. You will not be able to go back to previous
screens. You may have as much time as you need to read aloud each screen. While
reading, please do not look away from the screen. If you come to a word you do not
know, please guess at the meaning and continue reading. Please do not stop reading.
Even if you feel you do not understand the meaning of the text, please continue until you
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have read it all. After you have finished reading and recording the story, I will tape record
you as you retell the story in Japanese. Then I will tape record you as you retell the story
in English. I am not looking at reading speed. I am trying to understand how readers read
in Japanese. Do you have any questions?”
Retelling and Retelling Interviews
After the readers read the text, I asked them to retell the story in both
Japanese and English but if they chose not to retell it in both languages, they retold what
they read in their L1 language. In the retelling, the reader demonstrated his/her
understanding of the meaning of the text. I asked each subject what makes reading in
Japanese easy to comprehend. The main purpose of the interview was to understand the
reader‟s process of comprehension. Another purpose of this interview was to identify
other variables, which I might miss from the data. This data was used as secondary data
and not analyzed in this research.
Data Collection on Eye Movements
I collected data in the following steps:
1.) Collected recording data on the computer.
2.) Printed raw data of eye movements.
3.) Created an overlay of actual text to identify specific particles.
4.) Printed out an overlay.
5.) Analyzed eye fixation times using raw data and the overlay.
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Analysis of Eye Movements
I printed out the raw data recorded on the computer. The data showed the eye
fixation number and eye fixation duration time. The data did not show where the eye
fixated on the text. To find out the location of the eye fixation point, I needed to make an
overlay of the text. The overlay allowed me to identify eye fixation points in the text. I
used the data from the overlay to associate the fixation number from the raw data with the
number of the fixation points. Then, I collected data on fixation duration time on
Japanese particles.
I extracted the number of types and functions of fixated particles. The fixated
particle, its function, the sentence, and the fixation duration time were displayed in a
table. Next, the function of the particle was categorized and the average fixation duration
time was written in a table. Each type of particle was written in the table so I could see
the differentiation of fixation duration times in relation to particle types. Through this
statistical analysis, I analyzed each reader‟s processing of particles.
Data Collection of Miscues
I collected data miscues while the participants were reading the text aloud in front
of the computer in the following steps:
1.) Recorded reading voice for marking miscues on original paper text .
2.) Marked miscues on a paper copy of the text.
3.) Extracted particle miscues for analysis.

Analysis of Miscue Data
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Through listening to the tape recordings, I marked miscues on the written text by
hand. The readers‟ miscues were categorized as omissions, substitutions, and insertions.
These words are defined below.
- Omission miscues occur when the reader omits a word or elements of a word or
morpheme.
- Substitution miscues occur when the reader substitutes words or morphemes in
order to make sense of the text.
- Insertion miscues occur when the reader adds morphemes, phonemes, or some
part of a word.
- Reversal miscues occur when the reader reverses the particle and the last part of
the letter of the word, or reverses the particle following the word.
In addition, I looked at elongation, which all readers created.
-Elongations occur when the reader elongates the last phoneme of the particle.
These categories were assessed as to their syntactic and semantic acceptability by
following miscue analysis procedures. The miscue-coding sheet was sectioned to indicate
orthographic similarity and sound similarity between miscues and expected responses.
These types of miscues (omission, substitution, and insertion miscues) were written on
the form.
The coding sheet has spaces to indicate the researcher‟s judgment of syntactic
acceptability and semantic acceptability. „Syntactic acceptability‟ means that what the
reader‟s miscues can be syntactically judged as acceptable or not. „Semantic
acceptability‟ means that the reader‟s miscue can be judged as to whether it is
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semantically acceptable. I followed the coding procedures used in the Reading Miscue
Inventory (Y. Goodman, Watson, & Burk 2005) or not based on the observer‟s judgment.
After I coded all miscues on the sheets, I analyzed the differences between the
actual text and the readers‟ interaction with the text and used this to analyze how the
reader tried to understand the text. Once miscues were coded, the particle miscues were
extracted from the coding sheet. The particle miscues were compared to the eye fixation
data.
Eye Movement Data and Miscue Data
Miscues may be associated with fixation points. Data from miscue analysis was
used to interpret the readers processing of a text. The eye movement data will support
interpretation of the reader‟s processing of Japanese particles. A comparison between the
miscue data and the eye movement data was interpreted using Goodman‟s theoretical
model of the reading process (1996). Eye fixation duration time was used to interpret
how the reader processed sentences and text by looking at the fixation point and duration
time. The comparison between eye movement data and miscue data may show more
clearly what the reader was trying to do to comprehend the text. A table was used to show
the relationship between miscues on particles and the fixation duration time by extracting
parts of sentences from the text as in the following example:
Text:
Sono kodomo -wa yakunintachi ni ishi-o fune-ni

tsumu yooni iimashita.

Eye fixation point:
Fixation point Number

165

167
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Fixation time

750 misc

430 misc

Miscue

Omission

Repetition

The fixation point, the number of fixation points, fixation time, and miscue type
were written under the sentence. After writing the fixation points and miscues on the text,
I extracted the particles miscued and fixation points from the text and analyzed the
relationship between these two variables.
Data of Relationship Between Phonological Information and Miscues
The data on miscues and eye movement was compared to the data collected on
elongation. The elongation data was analyzed by examining the elongation of the last
phoneme of the particle occurring between the word and particle. The elongation on the
fixation points was coded and this data was used to evaluate the relationship between
noun and particle sequences.
If there is a relationship between the fixation, miscues and elongation, the data
should indicate if fixation affects elongation, which in turn affects miscues. Elongation
on both miscue and fixation points may explain why miscue and eye regression occurs. If
repetition and regression occurs, the reader may have tried to verify the word boundary
(Kondo & Mazuka, 1996) in order to make sense of the word and syntactic relationship
(Hirose & Kakehi, 1999). These data might clarify whether or not the reader uses
intonation to find word boundary through reading to construct his/her own parallel syntax
and to enhance comprehension.

Reading Materials
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A whole text was used in accord with miscue procedures. Authentic and whole
texts are necessary in miscue analysis research. The Japanese text, "Zoo no Mekata (The
Weight of the Elephant)" was used. This text is written at the level of a third year
Japanese language student. The level of grammatical structures and kanji are equivalent
to intermediate Japanese language learners in the United States. The text was scanned
into the computer and was displayed in a Power Point format.
The story was written for elementary school children, but this story is also used
for Japanese language learners who have had 600 hours of instruction in Japanese. I
chose the story from the Japanese language textbook Kokusai Gakuyuukai Nihongo
Kyohon 2 (Japanese Language Textbook 2 by Kokusai Gakuyukai 1982). This story
includes conversation based on structures and words used by children. The structures and
words were selected carefully and writing systems such as kanji and hiragana were used.
The advantage of using this material for this research was that it could be controlled by
how many kanji the students had learned and how many structures they had learned
previously in their second language education. When foreign students learn Japanese,
based on Japanese language text, one knows how many kanji the students have studied. I
changed several words from the original text in order to examine how the reader
processed unknown or difficult words and difficult sentences. In this text, there were 550
words including content words, conjugations, and modalities in the word count by
Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujo (National Language Research Center).
This story is about a king in China who had someone weigh an elephant given to
him by a southern country. A boy tried to weigh the elephant although many
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governmental officers were in doubt that he could succeed. However, the boy was very
clever and smart and succeeds.
See Appendix C for the full text in Japanese and Roman alphabet (Appendix D).
The English translation of the text is in Appendix E. After the reader read the text, I
coded their miscues on the coding sheet.
SUMMARY
Participants were four L1 and five L2 readers. Each reader read a complete
Japanese story that included 28 sentences and 121 particles. They read the story Zou no
Mekata in Japanese on a computer screen aloud. While reading the story, each reader‟s
oral reading was tape-recorded and the eye camera tracked each reader‟s eye movements.
The tape recorder was used for miscue analysis, and the eye movement data from the
computer software was used to investigate how eye movements and miscue analysis
reveal comprehension. After reading, each reader retold the story and I checked his or
her comprehension of the story. The data collected was analyzed to answer the following
research questions:
(1) In what ways do L2 and L1 Japanese readers miscue on particles?
(2) Why do L2 and L1 Japanese readers elongate the phoneme of the particle?
(3) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye movements show fixation points on
particles?
(4) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to the L2 and
L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles?
(5) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points on particles relate to
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elongation?
(6) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points relate to miscues and
elongation?
In the next three chapters, I present the data analysis of findings of the research.
In chapter 4, I analyze the data on miscues; chapter 5 includes an explanation of the
phoneme‟s of the particles and the relationship between miscues and elongation; and
chapter 6 examines the relation between miscues and eye movements.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS ON PARTICLES
MISCUE ANALYSIS
In this chapter, I explore the research question, “In what way do L2 and L1
Japanese readers miscue on particles?” After I give a brief overview of the issues on
particles related to the research question, I analyze and discuss the data representing
miscues by L2 (American Japanese-language learners) and L1 readers (native Japanese
speakers). Notable results by L2 readers are that the segmentation process and
orthographic issues cause other miscues. L1 readers‟ miscues reveal the readers‟
knowledge of Japanese.
Issues with Particles
In the previous chapter I mentioned the issues of Japanese particles as follows:
(1) Japanese particles consist of one syllable (one mora unit) or two syllables (two
mosaic units).
(2) Japanese words are not written separately. Therefore, the reader has to process
segmentation of the sentence without orthographic information
(3) Since Japanese word order is flexible the reader has to use the function of the
particle in the sentence.
(4) As Japanese is a language where the predicate is at the end, the reader must
predict and confirm the function of the particle to construct a meaningful
sentence.
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Procedures for Miscue Analysis
Each reader sat at the computer screen and read the Japanese text. The computer
was connected to an eye camera, which measured the number of milliseconds the reader‟s
eye focused on a text. The results of the eye movement analysis are in Chapter 6. Each
reader‟s oral reading was also recorded. In this section, I focus on the miscues provided
by four L1 and five L2 readers of Japanese who are students at the University of Arizona.
The L1 readers were proficient readers of Japanese. The L2 readers had a minimum of
four semesters of Japanese language instruction. There are 121 particles in the 28
sentences of the text Zou no Mekata. The text was displayed on 10 pages (Appendix C) in
the computer. The text and translation are in Appendix E
Miscue Coding and Analysis
After each reader read the text, I coded the miscues on a typescript of the story.
Each reading was tape-recorded so I could re-listen to the tape, and the miscues marked
on the text. Figure 4.1 shows how the miscues were coded on the script. All of the
miscues are from the readers in this study; they were marked as follows:

Figure 4.1. Explanation of miscue marking.
® Repeated: The reader re-read the word or a certain morpheme.
uc

®

..

…
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© : Corrected: The reader miscued and corrected it.
© Mono

wa

2
wo

1

uc: Uncorrected: The reader miscued, reread the text but did not correct it.
uc

uc no
Konna chiisai kodomo ni

doushite

Sub: Substitution: The reader substituted a word for another word
hodono
mekata wa dono
: Insertion : The reader inserted a word, phrase, or morpheme.
no is inserted. The location of the insertion is marked.

…

…
no

dono gurai

aru

ka = shirabete
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: Omission: The reader left out a letter, word, or morpheme

shikata

ga

nai

: Area of miscue: When each miscue, such as substitution, occurred a
line is used.

…

zou

na=

nantoka

no

mekata

hakereru
ga=

hakereru

Extra codes besides the miscoding system:
$: Not a real word in Japanese.
=: elongation of the final phoneme.
…:Notable intonation unit on which the reader paused for a short time.

In this study, miscue analysis (Goodman, Burke, and Watson 2005; Goodman,
1994) is used to investigate how readers read particles. Miscue analysis is a tool used to
analyze syntactic acceptability, and semantic acceptability of sentences with miscues. It
also examines sound and orthographic similarity of miscues and text items. I examined
the use of particles in reading through orthographic and phonological aspects, and
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syntactic and semantic features. When the observed response (reader‟s reading) was
different from the expected response (written text), it was coded as a „miscue‟
Types of Miscue
After I coded the miscues, I separated them into five categories: substitution,
omission, insertion, word boundary, and reversal. Substitution occurs when the reader
miscues a particle for a different particle. Omission takes place when the reader leaves
out the particle. An insertion miscue occurs when the particle is inserted between words
or within a word. A word boundary miscue is a complex miscue that happens when
segmentation is different than expected. Since Japanese words are not written separately
in a sentence, the reader predicts an alternate word boundary and treats the unit
differently than expected, or the reader uses the particle as a part of a word to make
sense. A reversal miscue is a complex miscue where the reader reverses two hiragana
syllables within a word.
OVERVIEW OF THE DATA
Data on miscues by each reader in Japanese language learners (L2) and native
Japanese speakers (L1) were collected and analyzed. The results of each reader‟s miscues
are in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The left column defines the rows. The first row shows the
group code and the code for each reader, the second gives the number of miscues on
particles by each reader. The third row gives each reader‟s total number of miscues in
the text. The fourth row is the percentage of particle miscues relative to the number of
total miscues.
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Table 4.1
L2 Reader‟s Miscues and Miscues on Particles
L2 Name

L2 A

L2 B

L2 C

L2 D

L2E

L2 Total

Miscues on
Particles
Total Number
of Miscues in
the Text
ParticleMiscues/
Total Miscues
100=%

2

4

3

11

4

24

29

90

20

42

107

288

2/29
6.9%

4/90
4.4%

3/20
15%

11/42
26.2%

4/107
0.3%

24/288
8.3%

Table 4.2
L1 Reader‟s Miscues and Miscues on Particles
L1
Name
Miscues on
Particles
Total Number
of Miscues in
the Text
ParticleMiscues/
Total Miscues
100=%

L1 A

L1 B

L1 C

L1 D

L1 Total

3

0

1

2

6

17

4

1

5

27

3/17
17.6%

0

1/1
100%

2/5
40%

6/27
22%

From these tables it is clear that there are neither L1 nor L2 readers make very
many miscues on particles. The percentage of particle miscues out of the total number of
miscues is not very high. In comparing L2 with L1, L2 miscue on particles more than L1.
Although L1 readers create fewer miscues on particles, the percentage of particle miscues
is higher than the percentage of L2 readers‟ miscues because the L1 readers make very
few miscues in total.
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
Each reader‟s data shows that a wide range of particle miscues occurred. This
may mean that the use of particles in reading varies depending on the readers and the
function the particle serves in the text. Although the percentage of miscues on particles
seems higher in L2 readers, the number of miscues on particles is not much different
from L1 readers, especially when each individual reader is considered. The results of
particle miscues by L1 and L2readers show that the number of particles is not different
for the two groups.
I look at each type of particle in the following section. Although not many
miscues occur on particles, I look at each one to investigate the function of the particle in
reading. The five categories of miscues are analyzed, and results are shown in Table 4.3.
In Table 4.3 the first row shows the total number of miscues and then each miscue
by category (substitution, omission, insertion, word boundary, and reversal). The second
row shows the total number of miscues on particles in each category made by the nonnative five Japanese native readers (L2) and the percentage of each miscue is in
parentheses. In the third row is the total number of miscues on particles by native
Japanese readers (L1) as well as the percentage in parentheses.
Table 4.3
Type and Number of Particle Miscues by L2 and L1 Readers
L2/L1

Total
Miscue

Substitute

L2
5 Readers
L1
4 Readers

24
(19.8%)
6 (4.96%)

9
(37.5%)
1 (16.7%)

Omission
7
(29%)
2 (33.3%)

Insertion
2
(8.3)%
2 (33.3%)

Word
Boundary
6
(25%)
0 (0%)

Reversal
0
(0%)
1(16.7%)
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DISCUSSION OF EACH TYPE OF MISCUE ON PARTICLES
Readers‟ Miscues
In reading the text Zou no Mekata, the five L2 Japanese readers created 24
miscues. These are substitutions (37.5%), omissions (29%), insertions (8.3%), word
boundary/segmentation (25%), and reversals (0%). In comparison, the four native
Japanese readers produced a total of only six miscues. These are substitutions (16.7 %),
omissions (33.3%), insertions (33.3%), word boundary/segmentation (0%) and reversals
(16.7%). The number of L2 readers’ particle miscues is 19.8 % and the number of L1
readers’ particle miscues is 5 %.
This is an unexpected finding, as I thought that readers would miscue on many
particles, because particles are believed to be important for comprehending structure and
have been pointed out as problems for both L1 and L2 readers.
L2 Japanese Readers‟ Miscues
Table 4.4 shows the miscues made for each sentence of the story listed by each L2
participant‟s name code. The miscue type is listed under each miscue. Codes for the type
of miscue are noted at the beginning of the table. The left column is the number of the
sentence in the text. The first row shows the readers‟ name codes. A blank cell shows
that there is no miscue in the sentence. The last row shows how many of each kind of
particle miscue occurred.
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Table 4.4
L2 Readers‟ Miscues
Key: Substitution = Sub
Omission = Om Orthography = Orth Segmentation = Seg
Word boundary = WB Insertion = Ins
Reversal = Rev
Sentence #
1

L2A

L2B

L2C

L2D
Ittou /no/ 
$a=
Sub

L2E
/e/
/he/ =
Orth

/zou/-/ga/
Omi
2
3
/Mekata/
/wa//dono/

/Mekata/
/hodo//no/
Seg. /;Sub.
4
/hakari/
/wa/ /kari/
Ins
5
/aru//hazu/

/aru/-/wa/
/zu/

/aru//hazu/

/aru/-/wa/
/zu/
Sub
WB

Sub./WB
6
7
8

->
no->o=
Sub

9

/yakusho/
/made/
Om
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Sentence #
10
11
12

L2A

L2B

L2C

L2D

L2E

no
Om
13

14

->
/Zou //no/
/Zou// na/
Sub

>
o->no
Sub
->
/ni//no/
Sub

mekataga
Om
/omotta/
/kara//desu/

/omotta/
/mono//desu/
Sub

15
16
17
18
/kishi//de//w
a/
Om
19
20
/ka//wakaru/

.
/kawa//karu/
WB
21

->
/Fune//ni/
/fune//no/
Sub
>
=
/ishi//o/
/ishi//ni/=
Sub

->
->
no->ni-no-ni
Sub
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Sentence #
23
24
25

L2A

L2B

L2C

L2D

L2E

/hitostu//hito
tsu/ 

/hitostu//hito
tsu//o/
Ins
26
/mekata//o/
Om
27
kodomo no
Om
28
Total
Miscues
by reader
Type of
Miscue

2
Sub-2

4
Sub-2,
WB-2

4
Sub-1
WB-1
Ins -1

11
Om-8
Sub-3

4
Sub-1
WB-3

As can be seen, each reader miscues on different particles. This suggests that each
reader transacts with the particle differently. Twelve sentences have no miscues. Miscues
caused by segmentation in relation to orthographic issues can be seen, such as aru hazu to
aru wazu by L2B.

ha of

hazu is treated as a particle. Therefore, the reader

miscues /ha/ to /wa/. L2C read mekata wa dono for mekata hodo. The particle
read as

/ho/ in a word with the next letter

/do/. This

/ha/ is

is a letter with the following
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/no /. The reader segments between
of the word

hodo. The particle

and

. Then the

/ha/ disappears in this process. Another miscue of

this type occurs when a reader reads wa kari twice. The letter
segmented between

and

is treated as a final letter

. Then the

/ha/ of

/hakari/ is

/ha/ is treated as a particle /wa/. L2E‟s

miscues appear to be the result of the orthographic similarity of “

ha” for “

ho”. The

way in which the reader predicts segmentation before or after a particle may cause a
miscue. This is a problem resulting from the segmentation process in reading a Japanese
text. Miscues on the particles show that all readers use the particles as clues to segment
phrases and sentences, but L1 readers have greater control over this than L2 readers.
In the next section I discuss these issues in relation to each reader‟s miscues and
introduce each of the readers.
Results of L2 Reader‟s Miscues:
Reader L2A‟s Miscues
Participant L2A worked in Japan for five years as an English teacher and did not
learn Japanese in a class before going to Japan. L2A miscues on only 2 particles out of a
total of 29 miscues in the text (See Table 4.4). Only 6.9% of L2A‟s miscues are on a
particle.
L2A‟s miscues are of two types. The first particle miscue occurs with other
miscues. Ambiguous word boundaries lead L2A to miscue no for o. The word boundary
in the compound word especially affects the reader‟s syntactic analysis. This
phenomenon shows that the reader does not read from left to right. The second miscue is
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the substitution of no for na as a part of the word zou (elephant). This shows the reader
changed the noun to an adjective, changing the grammatical category.
L2 B‟s Miscues.
Reader L2 B worked in Japan for three years as an English teacher. However, he
never learned Japanese in class there. After coming back to the US, L2B took
intermediate Japanese courses for two semesters. Only 4.4 % of L2B‟s miscues are on the
particle (See Table 4.4).
L2C‟s Miscues
Reader, L2C also taught English in Japan for three years and never had Japanese
classes in Japan. L2C took intermediate Japanese courses for two semesters after coming
back to the US. L2C has 20 miscues when reading the text, three of which are particle
miscues (15%). The miscues in sentences 3 and 14 are substitution miscues based on
changing the grammatical category of a word.
L2 D‟s Miscues
L2D learned Japanese in the US, where the reader took six courses over three
years. After finishing two semesters of intermediate courses, L2D participated in this
research. In L2D‟s reading, 42 miscues occur, of which 11 are particle miscues (26.2%
23.8 %). See Table 4.4. L2D read the text slowly and carefully, and the miscues on the
particles are highly related to other miscues in this text. L2D‟s 10 miscues on the particle
out of 121 particles do not represent a high percentage (8.3%); however, the data show
the important process involved in reading particles.
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L2E‟s Miscues
L2E completed four semesters of Japanese courses in the U.S. L2E had 107
miscues; however, only four particles are miscued out of the total of 121 particles (3.3 %)
(See Table 4.3) The percentage of occurrence of particle miscues out of a total of 107
miscues in this text is 3.7%. Miscues in sentences 1, 4, and 5 were complex miscues
related to segmentation and orthographic information.
Reader L2E has two types of particle miscues: on the particle itself and on word
boundaries. L2E‟s miscues are mainly from the segmentation process and orthographic
issues with

and

. L2E segmented the hiragana word

/ha/, which could be

processed as a particle. The reader‟s miscues show that segmentation and orthographic
ambiguity caused this complex miscue.
L1 Japanese Readers‟ Miscues
Table 4.5 shows the miscues made by each of the four native Japanese readers.
Under each reader‟s name code, I show the miscue types with codes noted above the
figure. The left column shows the sentence number. L1 readers made fewer miscues in
this story and rarely miscued on the particle. Within this group, the total number of
miscues was six.
Table 4.5
L1 Readers‟ Miscues
Key: Substitution = Sub

Omission = Om Orthography = Orth Segmentation

= Seg Word boundary = WB

Insertion = Ins

Reversal = Rev
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Sentence #
1

L1 A

L1 B

L1 C

L1 D

/aru//hazu//ga/
/aru.//hazu/
om
2
3
4
5
/hazu//ga//arim
asen/

/hazumaarimas
en/
Subs.
6
7
8
/shikata//ga//nai
/
/shikata/ /nai/
Om
/yakusho//made
/
/yakusho//no//t
okoro//made/
Ins
9
10
/saisoku/
/sareru/

/saisoku//ga//sa
reru/
Ins
11
12
13
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Sentence #

L1 A

L1 B

L1 C

L1 D
/kodomo//o/mit
e/

/kodo//o//mo//o
/mite/
Reversal & Ins
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
Total Miscue
Type of Miscue

3
Omission 2
Inserstion1

0
0

1
Insertion 1

2
Substitution 1
Insertion 1

As can be seen from the table, L1A had three particles miscues. L1B read without
any miscues on particles, L1C had one miscue on a particle, and L1D made two miscues
on particles.
Data
In this section, Japanese native speakers‟ reading is analyzed. The four Japanese
native speakers read the same text that the L2 readers read. A normal Japanese text
includes a mixed kanji, hiragana, and katakana. Therefore, Japanese native speakers‟
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responses should be different from those of Japanese language learners. However, there
are some similarities and differences in each group‟s reading. I investigate how the
proficient Japanese readers miscues are different from the reading miscues of L2
Japanese. It is usually difficult for native Japanese readers to read without kanji words in
a text, because kanji words signal the segmentation of words. However, how much the
miscue of hiragana words by readers affects comprehension is unknown.
Analysis: Representative Particles by L2 Readers
In this section, representative particle miscues by L2 readers are shown and
analyzed. First, the substitution miscues of word boundary, omission, and insertion are
analyzed.
Substitutions
L2 A‟s Substitution Miscues
In sentence 8, reader L2A miscued
a modifier of the following noun

no to

o. The particle

no functions as

hakari-kata. The expected response is

mekata no hakarikata (the way of measuring the weight of the elephant).
The reader read zou no mekata o hakari kata o. I underlined the miscue to compare the
expected response to the observed response as follows:
Expected response:

Zou no mekata no hakarika o

Observed response:

Zou no mekata o hakarikata o

The Japanese text is on the left side, the Roman alphabet is on the right. I
underlined the miscue (OR). The reader might have felt that

o was required because
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the following word showed a verb in half of the word. However, the reader does not
recognize that the last half of the word kata (“mean” or “way”) is not a verb. This
compound noun was made by the verb hakari, which modifies the noun kata as follows:
Noun
Verb

Noun (morpheme to create noun)

hakari - kata
This compound noun must be treated as one word and cannot be segmented.
However, the reader segmented this word, and then tried to construct meaning from the
structure. This reader tried to make sense and realized that the verb needed the object
marker o not no. L2A had already caught the following half of the word hakari-kata. It
shows the reader‟s processing did not occur from the left to right. The reader selected the
following word and word boundary to process the sentence.
However, this substitution miscue was not corrected because L2A might have felt
that correction was not necessary. This particle miscue relates to other factors and is not a
simple substitution from no to o.
Before this substitution miscue, L2A also miscued mekata (weight) to nantoka
(something) as follows:
c

second

o

2
1
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C shitte iru mono

2 hito= a
5second nantoka
zou no=

mekata

wo
no=.. hakarikata

1 hio

shitteiru mono

wa=

The reader‟s observed response (miscue) was not syntactically acceptable. To
explain the grammatical structure of sentence 8 as written in the text, I use a tree diagram
(Figure 4.2). The tree diagram horizontally shows that the sentence is constructed from
left to right,
In the expected response of sentence 8, the noun phrase Zou no (elephant‟s) NP1
modifies the following noun mekata (weight) and becomes the noun phrase (NP2).The
NP 2 become NP3 with the particle no. The NP 3 modifies hakarikata. All phrases
modify hakarikata as phrase NP 4. NP4 is treated as an object with the object marker o .
It becomes NP5. This noun phase (NP5) is used as an object for the following verb
shitteiiru (know). From the beginning of the sentence to shiteeiru is a clause. This clause
modifies the following mono (person) as the translation “the person who knows how to
weigh the elephant”. This mono is treated as a topic with the particles

wa, as “the

person who knows how to weigh the elephant”. Sentence 8 shows that the particle
in the NP3 was miscued for

no.

o
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Figure 4.2. Expected Response.
P.P
NP7
NP 6
Sentence
NP5
NP4

Particle
Noun

VP

P

Predicate

NP3
N2
NP1
N1

P

Zou

no

Elephant P

Noun
N

Particle Noun

Particle

mekata no

hakari kata

weigh P

weigh - way

o

Verb

Noun

Particle Topic

shitteiru

mono

wa

P

V

N

P

The person who knows how to measure the weight of the elephant …
(P is a particle. V is a verb. N is a noun.)
In this sentence (sentence 8), the particle o in the component of NP3 is miscued to
o. However, part of the reader‟s processes can be shown in the following tree diagram.
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Figure 4.3. Miscue and tree diagram.
NP

Clause

Particle

Sentence 1
VP
NP3

Miscue 4

NP2

Particle

NP1
Noun
Zou

Particle
no
no

Elephant particle

Verb

Miscue 5
Miscue1

Miscue 3
Boundary Miscue2

nantoka

o

hakari

kata

o

(OR)

mekata

no

hakari

kata

o

(ER)

weight

particle

weigh

ways

particle

In the tree diagrams in Figure 4.2 and 4.3 the bottom line shows the translation of
each word and particle to English. In the second line from the bottom, the Japanese is
written. I segmented the Japanese sentence to fit the tree diagram. The third line from the
bottom shows the Japanese in Roman alphabets showing the expected response (ER).
The fourth line from the bottom is the observed response (OR).
NP1 (noun phrase 1) modifies the following noun mekata (weight); however, in
the node NP2, the word

mekata is miscued to nantoka (something). L2A could not
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read the kanji

mekata (weight); therefore, the reader substitutes nantoka

(something) for it.
After reading the NP1, the reader‟s eye might have gotten visual information from
the following content word hakarikata (how to measure, or the way of measurement).
However, since the reader got the information from only half of the word, L2A
segmented between „ri‟ of hakari- and „ka‟ of „-kata‟. trying to make sense of what he
was reading. Then, in node 3, the reader miscued the particle no for o as an accusative
case marker (object marker), based on part of the element of the verb „hakari-,‟for which
the reader‟s prediction differed from the expected response. However, the reader did not
follow Node 1 to Node 4. The reader‟s eyes have been moving ahead of what was being
read aloud.
The way the reader miscued the particle no to o is evidence that the reader makes
sense in the construction of the sentence, by miscuing „hakari‟ as a predicate. I call this
temporally “boundary miscue” because the reader does not show how the read word is
perceived or how segmenting is processed, thus, the word boundary affects the reader‟s
construction of the structure and comprehension processes. However, through “Miscue
2” and “Miscue 3 “in the tree diagram, the reader makes sense as a result of miscue 4,
which shows the miscue „

no to „

o‟. I discuss this further in the chapter on eye

movements.
By comparing figure 4.3 with 4.2, it shows that the reader did not follow a
linguistic depiction of the construction of nodes in the reading process. L2A did not
process from left to right and did not comprehend from one node to another sequentially
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as NP1 to NP2. When the reader L2A grasped the meaning of the following word
„hakari‟, L2A started to predict the structure as the verb without recognizing the last half
of the kata.(ways). If the hakari (measure) was used as a verb, the hakari required the
object with the case marker o. In the observed response, the whole sentence 8 was
partially accepted because the miscues occurred only in the clause level. It did not affect
the meaning of the main clause. Also semantically it can be partially understood without
a change of meaning, especially the closest element of the verb which might affect the
use of a case marker because, while reading the particle aloud, the reader‟s eye already
might perceive the following verb.
L2B‟s Substitution Miscues
L2B substituted the accusative

/o/ (object marker) for

/no/ as follows:

no
yakunin tachi wa sono kodomo

o mite gakkari shimashita

The officers at governor‟s office were disappointed when they looked at the boy
The transitive verb mite (watch, see, or look) is used with the object marker as follows:
Kodomo o mita:(Officers at governor‟s office) saw the child.
Kodomo o mite gakkarishita: After:(Officers at governor‟s office) saw the child,
(they) was disappointed or because (they) saw the
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boy, (they) was disappointed.
The hiragana letter of the particle

o and the letter

no do not have similar

orthography. Thus, this orthographic information does not cause the reader‟s miscue of
the accusative case marker (direct object marker). The particle
verb
of

mite (looked) in this sentence.

o is placed close to the

mite is a conjugational form, or „te-form,

miru (look, see, or watch). The complication of the connection between this te-

form of miru and another verb gakkarishi-(disappointed) with the aspect form (shimai-t)
and past tense (-mashita) might have confused the reader‟s comprehension. These strings
of hiragana letters might have led L2B to read them as a noun, or the reader gave up
trying to figure out the segmentation because it was difficult to distinguish the word
boundary unit. Therefore, the reader might have treated
mitegakkarishiteshimaimashita.as a noun or avoided dealing with the feature of
aspect. As a result, the reader might have simplified it and used the modifying structure
„noun + no + noun‟. This shows that the reader did not read just the hiragana letter of the
particle. L2B chose the particle to make sense by looking at the surrounding word.
Although the omission of the accusative o frequently occurs in Japanese conversation,
when no is used in the observed response in reading, it is syntactically unacceptable.
However, the meaning of content word connects semantically and the meaning is not
affected much. Therefore, it is easy for the reader to connect the relationship between the
noun and particle accusative o with the verb. I treated this miscue as partially acceptable
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with the meaning partially changed.
L2 D‟s Substitution Miscues
The substitution miscue by L2D in sentence 21 shows complex miscues with two
particles. . First, the reader read the locative case marker

ni for the noun modifier

no:

…

,

zou-o fune-kara oroshite=, kondo-wa.. Sono fune

no

migi

ni=

ni

ishi-

o

ta

mitsu= =
kusan

tsumase-mashita

The reader miscued the particle

ni to

no,

ishi to

migi, and

o to

ni. These consecutive miscues were not separately analyzed. The ni was miscued to no
as follows;
Expected Respond: Fune ni
Observed Respond: Fune no
Looked at by itself, it is difficult to see the causation of the miscue. However, when the
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next miscue is analyzed, the reason for the first miscue is clearly understandable. In the
next miscue, L2D miscued „

ishi (stone)‟ to „

migi (right hand side)‟: „Ishi‟ is used

as an object and „migi‟ is used for location. This concept is applied in making sense of the
text:
Observed Response

migi (right side)

Expected Response

ishi (stone)

The following word

ishi (stone) and

migi (right side) are orthographically very

similar. However, when the reader miscued the ishi and migi, fune ni had to be miscued
as a modifier, thus becoming migi ni. Before reading aloud the

fune, L2D probably

already predicted what words were coming through visual information from upcoming
words. For example, whenL2D read fune no (boat‟s), his eye caught the word „
the right hand side. The reader predicted how the

migi on

migi was used in the structure with

the locative case marker as „NP no migi ni‟, clearly schematizing the use of the structure.
The migi (right hand side) is the location used in the structure „NP no migi ni‟.
When L2D encountered the predicate again, L2D confirmed the structure. The
verb

tusmasemashita (made put on) takes the locative case ni and the

accusative case marker o as follows:
ER: Fune

OR: Fune

ni

no

ishi

migi

o

takusan

tsumasemasshita

ni

takusan

tsumasemashita
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“The boy made the staff for the government put stones on the boat.”
„

tsumasemashita‟ is a causative form of the verb as a transitive verb, so

the relationship between the boy and governors must be clearly understood. In this case
the reader moved the NP (ishi –o) after takusan (many). This move does not affect the
meaning and is syntactically acceptable. However, the „boy‟ and

yakunin (staff for

the government)‟ are omitted in this sentence, it might have been difficult for the reader
to recognize the omission of the receiver of the order by the boy. However, L2D could
not understand the verb when encountering it at the end of the sentence. Consequently,
the observed response was not acceptable syntactically for the whole sentence.
Word Boundary
L2B‟s Word Boundary Miscues
The particle miscues in sentence 5 by L2B are not simple. L2B could not
determine that

had to be read as /ha/. This was because the reader could not

distinguish word boundaries. L2B read the letter „
Then L2B tried to read the letter
Then the reader read

‟ as the particle /wa/, then stopped.

as part of a word, but did not read the next letter.

as a /wa/ and combined the next letter

/zu/ to form the

nonexistent word /wazu/. Obviously L2B was predicting the word boundary. However,
when the prediction did not make sense, the reader reread the word differently to find the
word boundary.
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wazu
hawahakari nado aru

hazu ga ariamsen.

This type of miscue might come from an ambiguous word boundary or from the
orthography.
L2C’s Word Boundary Miscues
In sentence 3, the word boundary and orthographic similarity caused L2C to
miscue. The miscues are highlighted:

(3)

…

…
..

…

…..

…
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…
oosama wa= yakuninn tachi ni =..,

kono zou no=

te minasai…

mokugata

hodono

mekata

wa

do no .. gurrai aruka= shirabe

to = iitsukemashita

The expected response and observed response were as follows:
Observed Response: kono zou no moku gata

Expected Response: kono zou no mekata

L2C miscued „
the following particle
the word

hodo no

wa

gurai aru ka….

dono gurai aru ka ….”

mekata (weight) for the nonexistent word mokugata. Then,
wa was combined with the next syllable

/dono/. L2C segmented between the syllable

do, which is part

/do/ and the syllable

of the word dono as follows:
Mekata wa dono
Mekata hodo no
The reader went through three processes in this particle miscue:
1. The reader tried to confirm the word mekata before the letter „
2. Segmentation of the following word was clear to the reader.

‟

/no/
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3. After segmentation of the following word, L2C miscued the ha and combined it with
next syllable do. The word hodo shows orthographic similarity.
L2 E‟s Word Boundary Miscues
In sentence 1, L2 E miscue of

/e/ to

/he/ showed hiragana and word

boundary issues:
uc
..

…

uc
R

..

tori

chuukuni

Mukasjhi= minami no hou no= shima kara= Chuugoku no=... aru= ousama
uc $aa
Mise

he

ichi

R

no=… tokoro

e=

ittou

no= zou ga= okurarete= kimashita

This miscue of

uchi

is related to orthography and the functions. The letter

can

be read in two ways, depending on how it is used.
When it is read as a locative case marker like „toward‟ in English, it must be read
as /e/. When it is used within a word, the letter

must be read as /he/. If the reader reads
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the hiragana letter

as /he/, segmentation of the word unit is put before the /e/ and there

is a segmentation after the /e/ before the following word. This means that

follows the

end of the syllable of the word. The concept can be shown as follows:
X

Y

This formula shows that, when hiragana
the letter

is used between word X and word Y,

is a particle. The differentiation between /he/ and /e/ depends on how the

reader predicts the segmentation of the word. If the prediction for the segmentation does
not match the expected response, the reader miscues on

.

The unit of the word establishes the segmentation. The reader gets the function
for syntactic analysis at the same time as he/she segments the word. Before determining
how the hiragana

is used, the reader has to predict word boundary and where the

segmentation is put. Sentence 1 shows how the reader read the particle
The

/e/ follows the noun

.

„tokoro (place) as a particle. Although the letter

should have been predicted as a particle, L2E read it as he, which is a part of a word. The
reader did not know the word

tokoro or just did not know the kanji. Therefore, L2 E

could not predict the grammatical categorization and word boundary. L2E treated the
letter

as /he/, which is a part of the word, e.g., /tokorohe/. In fact, the reader read the

kanji

(tokoro; place) as mise (store). L2 E also did not know the following word

quantifier ittou (one for counting animals), miscuing this word as ichi atama (one head).
The

might be treated as a part of the word

/ittou /( one ) as

. This
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process of reading could be assumed in three ways as in the following (a), (b), and (c).
An asterisk [*] shows segmentation that is different from the expected response:
a.) *

he)

*Tokoro

was used with the word
b.) *

(he)

heittou
(ittou).

*Tokotorohe ittou

is used as the final letter of word tokoro .
c.)

Tokoro e ittou

The word unit is clearly segmented by a space.
* shows semantic and syntactic unacceptability
I underlined how the reader treated

. In (a) and (b), the letter

is not treated as

a particle, as in (c). Therefore, the reader might not be able to distinguish the function of
the words /tokoro/ and /ittou/, which were not understood. The kanji word

also

might be an ambiguous word for the reader.
Either the reader did not predict a word boundary between

/tokoro/ (place) and

/e/ (locative directional case marker), or the reader did not know the following word
/ittou/. The reader combined

and

as

‟; however, hiragana

/he/

becomes the initial letter of the word and the kanji compound quantifier follows the /he/
as one word and is not used conventionally. This L2 reader might not have established
the knowledge, which deals with this complexity.
In sentence 4, the expected response of
should have been read as the initial letter of the word

/ookina hakari o/,
hakari (measure or scale).
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However, in the observed response, L2E miscued the

/ha/ to

/wa/ like a particle.

Ookina (big) is a high frequency word and familiarity should be very high.
Therefore, L2E did not misunderstand the length of the word ookina and the letters of
„ookina‟. As L2E did not know

hakari (measure or scale), L2E‟s prediction did

not match the boundary between ha and kari‟ L2E might have treated the ha as the last
letter of the word ookina (big). The following unknown word affects the reader‟s
perception of the preceding word, which means that the grammatical categorization of
ookina (big) is miscued after being affected by the following unfamiliar word hakari.
The reader could have schemed that the following word was a noun, because after
Ookina a noun must follow. The reader might have been distracted by the unfamiliar
word

hakari since the

hakari is a part of the verb.

a.)
b.)

wa kari

Example (a.) is not segmented between
segmentation is put between

ha and

and

but in example (b.)

kari.

L2E predicted that there was segmentation between

and

like example (b.)

and consequently, L2E miscued the ha to wa as follows:
Expected Response: Ookina
big

hakari

measure Accusative Particle

Observed Response: Ookina wa
Big

o

kari

o

particle Topic unknown word

Accusative particle
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In the expected response, the order of „Adjective + Noun + Particle o‟ must be
kept; however, the observed response should be: „adjective+ particle + unknown word +
accusative case marker‟. Through out these multiple miscues, the reader simply does not
process from left to right. In the same sentence, another miscue occurs, as well.
L2 readers‟ miscues show that orthography and segmentation are highly related to
miscues. Substitution miscues on particles are caused by the segmentation between words
or the segmentation between particles and words. The reader deals with this complex
system while reading text. Unfamiliarity of word and kanji also led the readers to create
miscue.
Results of L1 Readers Miscues
L1‟s Reading
L1A came from Japan to study in the US. He read the text very quickly and
understood the story easily. He created only three miscues on particles and content
words. Two omission miscues occurred in sentences 5 and 8. L1B did not miscue any
particles. L1B read very quickly and smoothly. L1C came to the US from Japan as a
student and had been in the US for two years. L1 C read the text well and miscued only
one particle. In sentence 10, L1C inserted the particle ga. L1D read the text Zou no
Mekata very fast, .and miscued on six particles. In sentence 5 and 13, two miscues
occurred. L1D‟s observed responses showed particle miscues were related to word
boundary issues.
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Analysis: Representative Miscues by L1 Readers
In this section I select and analyze representative miscues among L1 readers.
These include an omission miscue, a substitution, an insertion miscue, a reversal miscue,
and a word boundary miscue.
Omission Miscues from the Formulaic Phrase
L1A created the omission miscue of ga in a formulaic language unit in sentence 5:
aru hazu ga arimasen (must not have or must not exist).
This expression in oral conversation can be uttered as aru hazu nai without the particle
ga.
Expected Response:
Aru hazu

ga

arimasen



Observed Response:
Aru hazu



arimasen
( stands for omission)

L1A might have omitted reading this

ga because of the formulaic language pattern aru

hazu na, aru hazu arimasen. “Formulaic language” is “a segment of language made up
of several morphemes or words which are used together as if they were a single item”
(Richards, Platt, and Platt 1997, p. 319). The

ga in this formulaic language is omitted.

Formulaic language influences what the reader perceives and reads aloud. The reader
perceives visual information from words, and schematizes the group of words based on
knowledge of the phrase. The speech habit of using formulaic language patterns drives
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the reader‟s knowledge rather than the reader relying on orthographic information.
Orthography and reading aloud are interactively processed between prediction and
confirmation; however, in the case of formulaic language patterns, the confirmation
process might not have needed semantic confirmation or might have become less
powerful because the reader had already schematized the group of words based on prior
knowledge. In this case, I put this miscue in the category of a formulaic language.
„arimasen (there is not/ does not exist)„ takes hazu –ga or takes a structure „nounwa „ as in the sentence „noun-ga arimassen‟.
Insertion Miscues
L1A‟s insertion miscues.
L1A‟s miscue in sentence 8 is an insertion of no tokoro after the noun yakusho
(place of governor‟s office). Yakusho
as yakusho no tokoro made.

(to the place of governor‟ office) was read

The insertion of no tokoro retained the same meaning

semantically:
OR:
yakusho

no

tokoro

made

place

made
Particle

ER:
yakusho
Governor‟ Office

The particle

particle

no is inserted with the noun modifier tokoro (place), a

semantically redundant noun. As it does not provide any specific information to insert
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the noun tokoro, the reader had to insert the particle

no. This shows that the reader

tried to actively construct his own parallel text.
L1C‟s insertion miscues.
In sentence 10, L1C inserted the particle ga as follows;
ga
Oosama kara wa=, mada wakaranai no kato=, ta bitabi saisoku

saremasu.

„The staff of government office has been asked by the King whether they found
it (the weigh of the elephant) or not.‟

The reader inserted ga between saisoku and sareru. The expected response is
saisoku sareru. Saisoku ga sareru is the passive form of saisoku o suru. The reader seems
to substitute a colloquial form, which does not change the meaning of the sentence.
Reversal Miscues
L1D created a reversal miscue in sentence 13

/yakuninn wa kodomo o mite gakkari shite shimai mashita./‟,
L1D miscued on the word

kodomo
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..

kodo o mo o mite=
kodomo o mite= gakkari shite . shi= maimashita

„

/kodomo o mite/‟ (saw the boy) was miscued as kodo o mo o

mite. The expected response and observed response are as follows;
Expected Response: Kodomo o mite
Observed Response: Kodo o mo o mite
L1D inverted the order of

/mo/ and

/do/ as kodo o mo „ from the kodomo o.

Kodomo is a “child”, in this case the child indicates the boy. The last syllable
the word kodomo is changed to the particle o. The mo is moved after the particle

mo of
o. If

the reader pursues a structural frame and constructs a meaningful sentence, the particle o
would play an important role in this construction. This reversal of o and mo might be a
phenomenon to try to find the word boundary. At the same time L1D tried to look at the
particle for a structural frame and to predict the relationship with the predicate. After
miscuing the particle o to mo from kodomo (child), L1D read the article o again. This
observable response was syntactically acceptable, which means the construction was
partially accepted.
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Discussion
Types of Substitution Miscues
I summarize the each type of miscue. The substitution miscues by L2 and by L1
readers are different. Substitution miscue seems to be simple because a simple unit, or
particle, is substituted for another particle. This small substitution may lead researchers
to overlook what the reader is trying to do while reading. However, the result of the
miscue shows a complex process involving segmentation, orthography, word structure,
and syntax.
L2 readers had nine substitutions of particles. When L2 readers produce particle
substitutions, they seem to have difficulty processing content words in relation to the use
of the particle. Based on the content words, the L2 readers try to make sense of the
syntactic cue and process the text without using the particle. However, based on the
content words, the reader seems to encounter difficulty in constructing the sentence. The
readers rely on the meaning of the content word to process sentences.
Also the L2 readers did not always make use of the connection between noun and
particle (within the bunsetsu role) in the sentence. Although the content noun and particle
can lead the readers to connect the other bunsetsu units, L2 readers are limited in their
knowledge of vocabulary and the schema based on the bunsetsu units. However, the
content word affects the reader‟s schematic for construction.
The L1 readers‟ group used information on the relationship between the content
word and particle (bunsetsu unit) to schematize the sentence structure until encountering
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the predicate. L1 readers predicted the relationship between the content word and
particle and other units of bunsetsu. L1 particle substitution did not affect the syntax.
Segmentation /Word boundary miscues.
The miscues in segmentation or word boundary occur in 25% of the miscues on
particles by L2 readers, and in 0 by L1 readers. When selecting the word boundary, the
reader determines which letter was the particle. At the same time, orthography seems to
affect segmenting the particle and the following word, as in the case of

and

. L2

readers have more difficulty in the segmentation process than L1 readers. Segmentation
caused combination, separation and arrangement of letters.
Segmentation of Particles.
These segmentation processes lead the reader to select, predict and confirm the
use of the unit of the particle. These processes indicate that the reader always needs to
take a risk to create miscues. This risk cannot be avoided in reading Japanese because the
words are not segmented in the sentence. Therefore, these results show how the reader
faces the difficulty of segmentation. The reader may struggle segmenting words to find
the word boundary. In this research, miscues show that the Japanese reading process
cannot be analyzed without considering separation and combination.
Reversal miscues.
One L1 reader created a reversal miscue, though L2 readers did not.
Reversal miscues are complex miscues related to segmentation with a word and
its final syllable reversed.
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Omissions.
Omission miscues on particles occur in both L2 and L1 readers, with both groups
of readers showing similar percentage. The percentage of omission miscues by L2
readers is 29.2% and the percentage of omission miscues by L1 is 33.3%. However, the
processing of omission miscues is different for L2 and L1 readers.
An L2 reader omitted the particle when the kanji word could not be read. Since
the content word could not be read, the function of the particle is not clear and there is no
meaning in the bunsetsu unit (unit of noun and particle).
The second type of omission miscue on the particle occurs when the L1 readers
use formulaic language in reading. The reader does not use the particle, as colloquially
used.
In the L1 reading, the second highest percentage of miscues is omission. When
the reader was getting visual information while reading, the reader already predicted the
following words but did not follow the expected response through interaction between
visual information and formal knowledge. The reading knowledge of formulaic language
may interfere with the expected response.
The process of formulaic language can interact through three regions: knowledge
of the speech form, ongoing construction of a parallel structure, and visual information
from the text. When reading text, the reader uses formulaic language patterns, if the
reader recognizes the particle as part of the formulaic language. The reader may ignore
the expected response (written text). In other words, the reader behaves in two ways; first
the reader relies on knowledge of the pattern , and created miscues because the reader did
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not rely on his or her own speech pattern. Second, readers de-constructed their own
parallel structure based on information from the text.
Insertions.
The number of insertion miscues by L2 is two (8.3%) by L1 is two (33.3%).
The greatest number of miscues for L1 readers is insertion miscues (33.3%); there were
two. One reader inserted a particle after grasping the relationship between a word and the
following word. Insertions are high quality miscues that do not change the meaning.
Insertion miscues provide the evidence that the reader predicts the following words by
trying to make sense at the same time as processing other words. In such a case, the
reader does not read from left to right. In addition the grammatical information is
manipulated as the reader makes the words fit the grammatical structure.
CONCLUSION
Particle miscues show insight into the reading process of Japanese. The miscue is
an excellent tool to look at the underlying processing. Five L2 readers had 24 miscues on
particles; four L1 readers had six miscues. L2 readers‟ miscues involved word
boundaries, familiarity of words, and syntactic issues. Notable miscues by L2 readers are
segmentation and orthography, and for L1 readers‟ notable miscues are segmentation and
formulaic language
Segmentation to find the word boundary is important to comprehend the sentence
It relates to omission, substitution, and insertion miscues. Segmenting words helps a
reader understand the relationship between the word and particle, and the relationship
with other bunsetsu. The reader interacts with both the preceding and following words.
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As a result, since the reader looks at both sides of the particle during segmenting, the
number of miscues is small compared to other miscues. This might be the reason why
many miscues do not occur on particles even though the uses of particles in Japanese are
difficult to learn.
Through reading formulaic language, L1 readers show that content words help the
reader schematize the chunk of formulaic language. Once the reader encounters a content
word, the reader does not necessarily use his/her reading ability to read the word but
instead relies on prior knowledge to comprehend the language and unit. As a result, the
reader miscues on the particle. This shows that the reader predicts the important particle
based on content words. While segmenting, the reader might skip the particle and
connect with other meanings of other content words. Though L1 readers might have used
this strategy, L2 readers did not have enough knowledge of formulaic language to give
the expected response.
In terms of unknown or ambiguous knowledge of words, L2 readers seem to look
at the preceding or following word and try to figure out the bunsetsu unit. An extreme
case shows omission when the reader could not read the content kanji word.
During reading, the reader has to pay close attention to the particles to find the
word boundary and connections to other words. L2 readers try to get the information
from other words, while L1 readers look at the bunsetsu level and fully use prediction and
confirmation. L1 readers create high quality miscues, while L2 readers‟ miscues show
syntactic and semantic change. However, for both L2 and L1 readers, there were few
miscues on particles.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF ELONGATION OF PARTICLES
In the previous chapter, I discussed how particles help a reader distinguish word
boundaries and predict the connection of the meaning with the text. I became aware
during the analysis of my data that, when the reader is reading particles, the last
phonemes of the particles are often elongated. Analysis of my data shows that readers
often elongate the last phoneme of a bunsetsu unit that is the final phoneme of the
particle. I began to wonder whether the occurrence of elongation provides readers with
cues about the phonological system in Japanese when a person reads a text aloud. Y.
Goodman, Watson, and Burke (2006) pointed out related issues in miscue analysis of
English as follows:
Readers‟ observed response (OR) can be seen in intonation patterns and
sometimes results in pitch, pause, or stress that differs from the observer‟s
expectations (ER). Such changes may occur in combination with other
miscues within word, phrases, or sentences. Intonation is a significant clue
to a reader understands of language units and knowledge of the syntactic
structure. Syntactic or semantic miscues involving intonation are often
influenced by the reader‟s anticipation of a different structure or being
unfamiliar with the author‟s structures. (p. 81)
In other words, the authors suggest that miscues occur in relation to the
phonological aspects of oral reading.
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As I began to consider the role elongation provided for readers, I also realized that
elongation has rarely been researched in Japanese reading. In miscue analysis
procedures, phonological aspects are not usually counted as miscues because semantic
change does not occur; they are only counted when syntax and semantics are changed. I
decided to examine the phonological aspect that result in elongation as a phenomenon in
reading Japanese. The relationship of pauses has been studied in oral discourse analysis
(Chafe, 1987). The intonation unit is used in researching pauses by Chafe. I turned to this
research to explore the linguistic aspects of this phenomenon.
INTONATION UNIT
In Chapter 2, I discussed Chafe‟s study of the intonation unit. The intonation unit
is segmented by a pause and is used to process upcoming information as well as to
process previous information. The intonation unit is used to cognitively grasp the
integration of semantic and structural production (Chafe, 1992; Iwasaki, 1993;
Matsumoto, 2006). In my research, I do not characterize elongation as a pause. I
distinguish between pause and elongation.
In the data analysis for miscues in Chapter 4, I showed that there were not many
miscues on particles produced by L1 and L2 readers. However, the results of both
readers‟ groups show a high occurrence of elongation on the last phoneme in the particle.
As a result, I investigated the function of elongation on particle miscue.
WHAT IS ELONGATION?
A phonological change is not the same as what is represented in the orthography
of the original text. I coded miscues whenever the phonological value and the semantic
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value of the text were changed. However, elongation does not change the semantic and
syntactic value. I started to wonder why the readers elongate particles and what the
elongation functions.
I examine the function and use of elongation on the phoneme of the particle. In
an elongation, the reader extends the phoneme to another phoneme. The phonological
output from the reader‟s voice is not the same as the value of orthographic information.
Figure 5.1 shows how Japanese vowel sounds are elongated in reading and the reading of
particles. In the far left column of the figure, Japanese vowel sounds are listed in
phonemic representation. Then in the far right column, each elongated vowel sound is
shown.
Figure 5.1. Elongation of vowel sounds in reading Japanese.
Hiragana Letter

Phoneme
/a/
/i/
/u/
/e/
/o/







Elongation
/ah/
/ih/
/uh/
/eh/
/oh/

To understand the phonological value in Japanese, elongation is represented with
/-h/. (Vance 1987). If the elongation is transcribed with /h/, a different phonological value
is easy to detect. In other words, the reader reads the particle of hiragana as the reader
manipulates the phonological value. This means that a similar type of miscue has
occurred.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Below I answer the research question, “Why do L2 and L1 Japanese readers
elongate the phoneme of the particle?” I present the occurrence of elongation on particles
in L2 and L1 readers. At the end of this chapter I present the analysis of the elongation
process.
Occurrence of Elongation on Particles
In order to understand the role of particles, I marked on each reader‟s transcripts
all the elongations the reader produced in the reading including: 1) elongations on
particles; 2) elongations for all words read; and 3) elongations on miscues. In miscue
analysis the written language expected by the researcher is known as the Expected
Response (ER) and the miscue is called the Observed Response (OR).
Inter-Reliability of Coding for Elongation
On the transcript of the story read by each L2 and L1 reader, I marked all
elongations. Another Japanese person checked my coding of the elongations. In most
cases, we were in agreement; however, when we did not have agreement, we discussed
the sounds together until we reached agreement.
Marking the Text for Elongation
As I was marking elongations, I added a code (=) to show when the reader
elongated as in the following example:
Zou ga minami no= shima kara=
=

=
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After the readers read the text, I examined all the elongations. When repetitions
occurred, I separated the number of elongations with repetition and correction from those
without repetition and correction. In other words, I checked for elongation of the
phoneme of the particle for each reader‟s reading of the text „Zou no Mekata‟ and then
marked them on each reader‟s transcript for analysis.
I summarize the analysis of elongation in Tables 5.1.and 5.2. The tables show the
elongation of particles, on miscues, and on other words in the reading. Each reader‟s
results and the total for each (L1, L2) are entered into the tables. The first horizontal row
indicates the codes for each L2 and L1 reader. The second row shows the number of
miscues on particles, the third row shows the total number of miscues in the text. The
fourth row shows the percentage of particle miscues out of the total number of miscues in
the text. The fifth row shows the percentage of elongated particles out of the total number
of particles. The sixth row shows the number of elongated particles each reader produced
in the text. The seventh row shows the percentage of elongated particle miscues out of
the total number of miscued particles. The eighth row shows percentage of elongation on
particles out of the total number of elongation on all miscues.
RESULTS OF ELONGATION BY L2 AND L1 READERS
Results for the L2 Readers
The results for each L2 reader are shown in Table 5.1. The sixth column shows
the total for all of the L2 readers. Repetition and miscues on the same particle with
elongation are not present in the numbers in rows one through five, but are shown in row
eight. The number of elongations on particles from the five L2 readers is 424. The total
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number of particles is 605. L2 readers, as shown in the fifth row, elongate seventy
percent of the particles. The total number of elongations in the whole text for the five L2
readers is 639 (including repetitions and corrections). The average number of
elongations is 127.8 as shown in the sixth row.
When particles are related to miscues, the percentage of elongated particles (10)
out of the total number of particle miscues (24) is 41.7% as shown in the seventh row.
The number of L2 readers‟ elongations on particles, miscues, and repetitions on miscues
is 424. The total number of particles with corrections and repetitions, which are
elongated for the five readers, is 639. The percentage is 66.4% as shown in the eighth
row.
Particles are elongated more than other words in the text. The occurrence of
elongation on particles rather than on other miscues shows that readers treat particles in a
different way than they treat other words.
Table.5.1
Elongation for L2 Readers
(1)
(2) Number
of Miscue on
Particles
(3) Number
of Total
Miscues in
the Text
(4) Particle
Miscues /
Total Miscue
100=%

L2 A

L2B

L2C

L2D

L2E

L2 Total
24

2

4

3

11

4

29

90

20

42

107

288

6.9 %

4.4%

15%

26.2%

3.7%

24/288
8.3%
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Table 5.1 (continued.)
(5)Elongation
on particles/
Number of
Total
Particles
Elongated
Particles/
121= %
Without
Including
Repetition,
Corrections
(6)Elongation
total
(Including
correction and
repetition)
(7)Number of
Elongated
Particle
Miscues/
Number of
Particle
Miscues
(8)Elongated
Particles/
Total Number
of
Elongations
(including
Miscue
Correction,
Repetition)
*100= %

L2 A
89/121
73.6%

L2B
90/121
74.4%

L2C
91/121
75.2%

L2D
61/121
50.4%

L2E
93/121
76.9%

L2 Total
424/605
70.0%

126

129

136

101

147

639/5
127.8
(Average)

2/2=
100%

2/4
50%

2/3
66.7%

2/11
18.2%

2/4
50%

10/24
41.7%

89/126=
70.6%

91/129
69.8%

92/136
66.9%

60/101
60.4%

93/147
63.3%

452 /639
66.4%
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Table 5.2
Elongation for L1 Readers
(1)
(2)Miscues on Particle
(3)Number of Total
Miscues
4)Particle Miscues/
Total Miscue 100=%
(5)Elongation on
particles/ No. of Total
Particles Elongated
Particle/ 121= %
Without Including
Repetition, Corrections
(6)Elongation total

L1A
3
17

L1B
0
4

L1C
1
1

L1D

3/17
17.6%
47/121
38.8%

0
0%
22/121
18.2%

1/1
100%
30/121
24.8%

2/5
40%
45/121
37.2%

6/27
22.2%
144/484
29.8%

72

57

54

75

(7)Number of
Elongated Particle
Miscues/ Number of
Particle Miscues
(8)Elongated Particle/
Total Number of
Elongation (Including
Miscue Correction
Repetition) *100= %

1/3
33.3%

0

0/1

0 /2

258/4
64.5Av
1/6
16.7%

47/72

22/57

30/54

45/75

144/258

65.2%

38.6%

55.5%

60%

55.8%

2
5

L1Total
6
27

Results for the L1 Readers
The results for each L1 reader are shown in Table 5.2. The sixth column shows
the total for all of the L1 readers. Repetition and miscues on the same particle with
elongation are not presented in the numbers in rows one through five, but are shown in
row eight. The number of elongations on particles from the four L1 readers is 144. The
number of total particles is 484, which results in 29.8% of the particles elongated by L1
readers as in the fifth row. The total number of elongations in the reading of the whole
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text by the four L1 readers is 258 (including repetitions and corrections). The average
number of elongations is 64.5 as in the sixth row.
When particles are related to miscues, the percentage of elongated particles out of
the total number of particle miscues is 1/6 or 16.7% as in the seventh row. The number
of L1 readers‟ elongations on particles, miscues, and repetitions on miscues is 144. The
total number of particles with the number of correction and repetition, which are
elongated for the four readers, is 258 including repetitions and corrections of particles.
The percentage is 55.8% as in the eighth row.
Although L1 readers also elongated particles, they did not elongate as much as the
L2 readers. L1 readers‟ average elongation out of the total number of elongations for all
words is 29.8%. However, elongation of particles out of other total elongations is
55.8%. The elongation on particles is relatively high in the L1 readers.
However, there are many differences between L2 elongation (70%) and L1
readers‟ elongation (29.8%). This implies two insights: 1) L2 readers use particles to
construct meaning by using particles more than L1 readers do, and 2) L2 readers rely on
orthographic information for particles.
The L1 readers do not need to use much elongation to comprehend sentences. The
results suggest that L1 readers use more predictions than L2 readers. The occurrence of
the elongation of the phoneme of the particle highly relate to miscues.
FINDINGS
L2 readers use elongation on the particle to construct meaning with prediction
and confirmation of the bunsetsu units or prediction of the predicate within a sentence.
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This means that the reader is receiving visual information in order to predict the structure
at the same time. During prediction, the reader is processing the relationship between
bunsetsu units. The noun and particle do not determine just the case of the particles.
They also assist the reader in predicting and confirming in order to construct sentences.
During reading the particle functions as a link and the source of the prediction.
This is the process of determining the structure of Japanese. If the head
(predicate) affects the reading process, all readers might look to the predicate first.
However, none of these readers started to read the predicate. The occurrence of
elongation on a particle, with miscues, or the relationship with the miscue, is evidence
that the reader predicts the function of the case of the particle with the noun.
Through elongation it seems that the reader perceives visual information and
grasps information from the surrounding words. The reason is that elongation on a
particle gives the readers time to get information and is part of the selection, prediction,
and confirmation process. Thus, elongation cannot be separated from the reading
process. Elongation on particles plays an important role in understanding. This is the
natural process of reading.
The reader‟s use of elongation shows knowledge about the segmentation of
words. The segmentation process is the selection of a unit of words that simultaneously
allows the reader to look at how the particle functions with the preceding and following
nouns in the sentence. Selection is included in this segmentation process. Readers then
schematize the function of the unit (noun and particle) in the last part of the sentence. The
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segmentation process finds the function of the particle, and the function helps readers to
predict and confirm to make sense of the text.
CONCLUSION
Elongation is not a simple phonological phenomenon and cannot be explained
only by prosodic information within conversation and by differences of dialect.
Elongation is a phenomenon that is indispensable to the reader for comprehension when
reading aloud. All readers manipulate the length of the last phoneme of a particle in some
settings, regardless of whether they are L2 or L1 readers. In reading, particles have a
function different from the production of sentences. In the oral production of language,
particles are used as a subordinate function under the predicate; however, in reading, the
particle is a key to construct sentences and predict the predicate. Elongation is used to
assist in comprehension by making the reader take time to analyze the text and to get
information from surrounding text. The occurrence of elongation on particles is evidence
that the particle plays a key role in the selection, prediction, and confirmation process.
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CHAPTER 6
EMMA RESEARCH
In this chapter, I explore the relationship between a reader‟s eye fixations,
miscues, and elongation. As I mentioned before, although Japanese particles are short
function words, researchers and teachers have pointed out that particles are difficult and
that a reader frequently miscues on particles (Kawashima, 1999). However, in this study,
the number of miscues on particles was not frequent because the reader looked for the
particles to find the clue to segment words. The goal of this chapter is to look at how the
reader processes particles while reading aloud and what the reader‟s eyes are doing at the
same time. I analyze the eye movement data by the fixation points and how fixations
relate to miscues and elongation. In this chapter I focus on the following questions:
(3) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye movements show fixation
points on particles?
(4) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to
L2 and L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles?
(5) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points on particles relate
to elongation?
(6) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ fixation points relate to miscues
and elongation?
SIGNIFICANCE OF EMMA RESEARCH
My study of Japanese particle reading was conducted through the use of EMMA
(Eye Movement and Miscues Analysis). EMMA research is the combination of miscue
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analysis and eye movement research. Paulson (2000) was the first to use both
methodologies together, using eye movement and miscue analysis to explore how the eye
fixates, and to show how the reader processes text in reading. EMMA is a powerful tool
for examining how the reader processes the text. The fixation points and fixation duration
times give the researcher clues as to what a reader looks at during reading. In this chapter,
I examine how fixation relates to the reader‟s miscues.
EYE FIXATION POINTS
The eye fixation point is a dot on a computer screen that shows the specific place
where the reader‟s eye fixates, such as on a letter in a word, a punctuation mark, a space,
and so forth. The computer software, Eyenal 5000 (manufactured by the American
Science Laboratory [ASL]), reveals the results of the fixation points in several ways. It
shows an increase in fixation time as the size of the dot increases. The fix plot shows
where the fixation point occurred on the text. Figure 6.1 shows the fixation point and the
sequence of numbers. These numbers are useful to track the sequence of the fixations and
the fixation duration time. The software numbered the fixation points.
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Figure 6.1. Example of fix plot.

The Decision as to Where Fixation Occurred
Finding the location of the fixation point is not an easy task for a researcher
because the fixation point does not necessarily occur on the target particle.
Researchers interpret a reader‟s fixation on one particular letter to mean that the
reader has viewed and interpreted the entire word. However, this assumption is not
necessarily true. Additionally, as the size of the word increases, the number of fixation
points may also increase (Duckett, 2002). Hence, through the fixation point the reader
may have a wide range of eye gaze, and may intend to search for particular letters or
words. The reader‟s eyes gaze at surrounding words. Readers, also, do not always fixate
on all letters. Through the range of vision the reader is actively selecting important
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information in order to make sense. This means that even though a target letter is not
directly fixated, the eye has the ability to clearly catch the letter in the foveal region
depending on what the reader tries to find.
The following example shows what the reader is doing. I excerpted a Japanese
clause which occurred in the text and wrote it in the Romanized way. The fixated point is
shown by an underline. I also put in the fixation number.

78 77 79
O o sa wa gi

o

shi ma shi ta

The example shows that when the reader fixates on the end of the letter “
the word “
word

gi” in

oosawagi” the researcher assumes that the reader fixated on the
oosawagi and grasped the meaning of the entire word, although the

reader actually only fixated on the edge of the word. However, when the reader fixated
on the

/gi/, the reader must be able to catch the following adjacent particle

o in the

foveal region as well.
When the reader‟s eye was fixated on

/shi/, the beginning letter of the word

shimashita, normally the researcher assumes that the reader fixated on the word
shimashita even though the fixation was on the initial letter of the word. If the ranges of
fovea and parafoveal view are correct, when the reader fixated on
reader‟s eye gaze was on the preceding particle

/shi / (79), the

/o/. This means that researchers do not
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see fixation on both words as normal for Japanese readers. However, when the reader
fixates on „shi‟ of shimashita, the reader has the capacity to look at the preceding particle
/o / because Japanese words are not written separately, and the reader needs to find
word boundary.
Another concern is that, if the reader fixated on the final letter „/gi/.‟ in the word
“oosawagi,” the reader may have been able to gather additional information by partially
viewing the following particle. This implies that when the fixation point occurs between
the previous word and the letter „gi‟ of „oosawagi‟, the reader must gather information
from adjacent letters to the word. Whether the reader looks at the unfixated preceding
word totally relies on the reader‟s selection of what is important information.
In other words, the reader does not always read all letters carefully. Within the
range of vision, the reader selects the important information in order to make sense
(Goodman 1996). This suggests that finding a particle is a selection process
accomplished by the reader‟s perception and intention. This process is crucial when
looking at word boundaries.
Eye gaze can be categorized in three areas: foveal, parafoveal, and peripheral.
Foveal vision is the range where the eye can clearly see a certain number of letters,
depending on the research study. Paulson and Freeman (2005) report six letters.
Parafoveal vision is the region adjacent to the foveal area. In the peripheral range, the eye
can barely get detailed information. Duckett (2002) documents that the number of the
letters grasped are clearly dependent on the size of the letter. If the letters are small, the
eye can gaze at a greater numbers of letters. These researches imply that particles can be
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grasped either within the foveal or the parafoveal region, when the reader fixates on
adjacent letters of word, or the reader might totally read the particle based on the reader‟s
prediction.
My research shows that, when fixating on a letter of a particle, the reader also
gains information from the surrounding words. This implies that the reader gains
information that aids in knowledge of how to segment word boundaries. Documenting
the reader‟s fixation does not show all the information perceived by the brain. Goodman
pointed out that the reader selects the valuable information to make sense (Goodman,
1994). The selection process based on the reader‟s intention becomes a strong internal
force to process words and meaning. Through the three visual regions, the reader
segments word boundaries, constructs syntax, and makes meaning connections where the
particle exists.
The Selection and Prediction Process
When reading Japanese, there is a greater need to focus on the selection process
of segmentation between words because unlike English, boundaries in Japanese are not
visualized through the use of a space between words, as I pointed out in Chapter 1 and 2.
While fixating, the reader of Japanese needs to look for clues that suggest word
boundaries. This segmentation process has not been the focus of attention in the majority
of eye-movement research in Japanese, although for centuries many researchers and
teachers have pointed out boundary issues. Boundary issues might be clearly figured out
by viewing the selection, prediction, and confirmation processes in the reading model of
Goodman. The processes of selection, prediction, and confirmation have rarely been
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focused on in eye movement research. My research suggests that these three processes
are involved in providing clues for boundaries.
The selection process includes determining letters, words, and units as well as the
process of segmenting. Syntax and semantic information are selected as a result of
prediction and confirmation. Goodman‟s reading model provides important insight into
how the reader processes Japanese particles.
A second issue is that the majority of Japanese particles are a single hiragana
letter. When the fixation point occurs in the space between the previous word and the
particle, and in the space between the particle and the following letter of the word, it can
be interpreted that the reader has gathered information from the target particle, although
the fixation points have not occurred on the exact letter of the particle.
These two issues are involved in the processes of selection, prediction, and
confirmation. Thus, criteria for what comprises a fixation point must be decided on in
order to collect data from eye movements when reading particles.
Criteria for Fixation on a Particle
I determined what would constitute a fixation point utilizing the following
criteria:
(1) The exact location where the fixation point occurred directly on the
target particle.
(2) The fixation occurred either on the space between a letter of the
previous word and the particle or on the space between the target particle
and the following letter.
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(3) The fixation occurred above the target particle or below the target
particle.
In terms of (3), it shows that the eye often moves below or above the sentence
when the reader is reading. In other words, sometimes the eye is moving off line. Also
when hiragana letter strings are long, the reader‟s eye tends to move offline because the
eye may be trying to grasp a wide range of hiragana letter strings in order to decide
where segmentation should occur. Using eye movement data, I determined which words
or letters were fixated, then, I counted the fixations even when the eye moved offline.
HOW DO L2 AND L1 JAPANESE READERS‟ EYE MOVEMENTS SHOW
FIXATION POINTS ON PARTICLES?
I explore the research question “How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye
movements show fixation points on particles?” The fixation points give clues to how the
reader comprehends the sentence and how the reader uses particles to make sense.
Table 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the number of each reader‟s fixation points in the story, Zou
no Mekata (Weight of the Elephant). The tables show how each reader fixated on the
particles. The left column shows the total number of particles used on each page. Across
the top row are the L2 readers (A-E) and the L1 readers (A-D). L2A through L2E are
American Japanese-language learners. L1A through L1 D are native Japanese speakers.
Across the top row are the total number of fixated particles, and the percentage of fixated
particles out of the total number of the particles from 10 pages of the story.
The number of particles each reader fixated on is listed in each cell. Using the data in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, I compare the percentage of L2 readers‟ fixation points and the
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percentage of L1 readers‟ fixation points. The total number of particles includes all the
fixations that occurred on particles. It also includes several fixations on the same particle.
Table 6.1
L2 Readers‟ Fixation Points on Particles
L2 A

L2 B

L2 C

L2D

L2E

L2
Total

Total
Fixated
particles out
of 121
particles

76
62.8%

97
80.2%

76
62.9%

71
58.7%

99
81.8%

419
605
69.3%

Total particles in L2 (121x5 participants=605)
Table 6.2
L1 Readers‟ Fixation Points on Particles
L1A

L1 B

L1C

L1 D

L1
Total

Total fixated
particles out of
121 particles

69
57%

40
33.1%

64
52.9%

61
50.4%

234
484
48.3%

Total particles in L1 (121x4 participants =484)
The five L2 readers fixated on a total of 419 particles (69.3%) out of a total of 605
particles read in the 10-page story. The four L1 readers fixated a total of 234 particles
(48.3%) out of a total of 484 particles in the story.
L2 readers‟ rate of fixation is a higher percentage than the L1 readers‟ fixation
rate. Not surprisingly, L2 readers fixated more often than native L1 readers (69.2%
versus 48.3%). Previous research with English function words in eye movement shows a
lower percentage of fixation rates for readers than do my results: 30 % is shown by
Hoganboam and McConkie (1981); 40% by Just and Carpenter (1980); 46% by Paulson
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(2000). My results with fixations on particles are similar to Duckett‟s (2001) 64% in his
study of first grade beginning readers. The results of my current research show how, for
readers of the Japanese language, particles are important features. The lower fixation
number for the L1 readers indicates that proficient Japanese native readers use other
strategies to process particles. It is important to keep in mind that Japanese includes
other function words in addition to particles.
This research also shows that the relationship between reading proficiency and
total fixation value is not straightforward. For example, in the L2 group, L2E and L2B
fixated on particles more than other members of the group. Based on the informal
interviews I conducted regarding the readers‟ comprehension, L2A and L2C are more
competent readers of Japanese than the others. The percentage of L2A‟s fixation was the
same as L2C‟s. L2D, who is not the most competent reader, had the lowest percentage of
fixations. This contradiction may imply that readers use different strategies, although in
general the less competent readers fixate on particles more than competent readers.
In terms of the particle itself, L2 readers seemed to use the function of the particle
differently than L1 readers. These results show that the use of particles in reading varies
as a strategy.
This leads me to the conclusion that the more competent readers do not
necessarily need to fixate on many particles since they predict the particles appropriately.
At the same time, incompetent readers do not necessarily need to fixate on many particles
as shown by L2D. This result seems to show that, while the L2 readers are reading, they
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either use particles differently, or the prediction and confirmation strategies function
differently.
The percentage of occurrences of fixation on particles by L1 readers is also varied
and not straightforward. The percentages range from 33.1 % to 57%, showing that each
reader processes particles differently. The reader who fixated on 33.1 % of the total
number of particles seems to predict the function word based on the use of content words.
In contrast, L1A, with 57% fixation, seems to need more time to process.
As shown, L2 readers fixate more on particles than L1 readers do. All the readers
use strategies to comprehend sentences and text in different ways. In addition to fixation
on particles all the readers use selection, prediction, and confirmation to make sense of
the text to some extent. L2 and L1 readers use particles to comprehend and construct
sentences and text.
HOW DO L2 AND L1 JAPANESE READERS‟ MISCUES OF PARTICLES RELATE
TO THE L2 AND L1 READERS‟ FIXATION POINTS ON PARTICLES?
EYE MOVEMENTS AND MISCUE ANALYSIS (EMMA)
EMMA is a powerful tool to look at how the reader comprehends text. In Chapter
4, I examined how particles were used in reading. As the result of the miscue analysis in
chapter 4, my findings are as follows:
1) Orthographies (hiragana, kanji) affect readers‟ miscues.
2) The segmentation process is important to the reading process.
3) The particle is used as a cue to find word boundaries.
4) Readers connect the particle to the preceding word as a bunsetsu unit.
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5) The reader tries to figure out the relationship with the following noun.
6) L2 readers pay more attention to particles with the preceding word and the
following word than L1 readers.
7) One reader tended to omit particles when the kanji could not be read or when
the meaning of the content noun that preceded the particle was not known.
8) It is a myth that miscues on particles often occur in reading Japanese.
Miscues do not occur very often on particles, because readers pay attention to the
segmentation of word boundaries by using particles. This important selection process
minimizes particle miscue.
Based on the above findings, here I examine how readers‟ eyes fixated during miscues
and the kind of phenomena that appeared while L2 and L1 readers read particles.
DATA FROM EMMA: L2 AND L1 READER‟S FIXATION AND MISCUE
In this section, I explore readers‟ miscues related to their eye movements. Results
are shown in Tables 6.3.and 6.4. The readers are listed in the first column. The second
column shows the sentence number of the miscue in the story. The third column shows
each reader‟s miscues on particles. The fourth column shows the miscue type, and the
fifth column shows if the miscue was fixated. The total number of miscues is shown at
the bottom of the table. The number and percentage of the miscue types are also shown
at the bottom of each table.
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Table. 6.3.
L2 Readers‟ Miscues, Miscue Types, and Fixations
Reader
L2A

Sentence
(8)
(14)

Miscue
/no/  /o/
/no/  /na/

L2 B

(5)

/hazu/  /wa/ /
zu/
/o/  /no/
/ni/  /no/
/hakaru//wa/ /
karu/
/wa/ / dono/
 /hodono/

(13)
(14)
(20)
L2 C

L2 D

L2 E

(3)

(14)

/kara/  /mono/

(24)
(1)
(1)
(8)
(12)
(14)
(18)

Insertion 0
/no/  /$a/
/ga/ 
/made/
/no/ 
/ga/ 
/de / 
particles
/de wa/ 
/ni/ /no/
/o/  /ni /
/o/
no->
/e/->/he/

(18)
(21)
(21)
(26)
(28)
(1)

(4)

/hazu/> /wa/ /zu/

Miscue Type
Substitution
Substitution
Gram. Change.
Segmentation

Fixated
Yes
Yes

Substitution
Substitution
Segmentation

No
Yes
Yes

Segmentation
Orthographic
miscue
Gram. Change
Substitution
Gram. Change
Insertion
Substitution
Omission
Omission
Omission
Omission
Omission

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
1.Yes

Omission
Substitution
Substitution
Omission
Omission

2 No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Substitution
Orthographic
Segmentation
Segmentation
Grammar.Change

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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(Continued)
(5)

/hakari-/->/wa/
/kari/
/no/-> /ni/

(20)
Total
24 Miscues
Number

Segmentation
Grammar Change
Substitution
Substitution 10
41.7%
Omission 8
33.3%
Segmentation 5
20.8%
Insertion 1 4.2%

Yes
Yes
21 fixated 87.5%
Substitution
90% fixated
Omission
87.5% fixated
Segmentation
80% fixated
Insertion 100%

Table 6.4
L1 Readers‟ Miscues, Miscue Types, and Fixations
Reader
L1A

Sentence
(5)
(8)
(8)
None
(10)
(5)
(13)

L1B
L1C
L1D

Total Number

Miscue
/ga /
/ga/
/no /-> /ro/
None
/ga/
/ga/ /ma/
/Kodomo/
/Kodo/ / o/
/mo/

Miscue Type
Omission
Omission
Insertion
None
Insertion
Substitution
Reversal
Segmentation

6 Miscues
Omission 2
Insertion 2
Substitution 1
Reversal 1

Fixated
Yes
No
No
None
Yes
Yes
No
50% of fixation
Omission 50%
Insertion 50%
Substitution100
%
Reversal 0%

L2 Readers‟ Miscues and Fixation Points
Reader L2A made two substitution miscues. A grammatical change occurred in
substituting one particle for another. Reader L2B made four miscues. Two were
substitutions. The other two were caused by segmentation and orthography. Reader L2C
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created three miscues on particles related to segmentation and orthography. One was a
grammatical change. The other two involved substituting one particle for another. For
reader L2D, 11 miscues occurred: eight particles were omitted, one was substituted to
create an unknown word, and two particles were substituted for other particles. For reader
L2E, orthographic similarity on segmentation was involved in one miscue, segmentation
and grammatical change was involved in two miscues, one miscue was a substitution, and
one resulted in a combination that formed another word.
While reading, L2 readers created substitution miscues (41.7%), omission
miscues (33.3%), segmentation miscues (20.8%), and insertion miscues (4.2%). The total
number of miscues was 24. Of the miscues, 87.5% were fixated. I found 90% of the
substitution miscues were fixated, as well as 87.5% of omission miscues and 80% of
insertion miscues. A very high percentage of particle miscues was fixated. This result has
several implications. One is that the readers‟ eyes are fixating on the particles during
miscue. A second implication is that during and after reading, the prediction and
confirmation processes occur through fixation.
L1 Readers‟ Miscues and Fixation Points
In this section, L1 readers‟ miscues and fixation points are discussed based on the
Table 6.4. For L1 readers, out of six miscues made, 50% were fixated. Fixated miscues
were omitted. Omissions and insertions occurred 50% of the time, and substitutions and
reversals occurred 100% of the time.
For reader L1A, one omission and one insertion miscue occurred. Both of them
were fixated. Reader L1B did not miscue on particles. For reader L1C, one insertion
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miscue occurred with the fixation on the space. Reader L1D made three miscues, one
substitution, one reversal and one insertion. This reader also fixated when

o was

inserted.
In summary, L1 readers made two omissions, two insertions, one substitution, and
one reversal miscue. Fifty percent of the omission and insertion miscues involved
fixations. Fixations also occurred on the words that were substituted and reversed. L1
readers did not make many miscues on particles and half of their reversals involved
fixations.
Examples of EMMA
A comparison of L2 and L1 readers indicates that L2 readers fixated more often
than L1 readers did in relation to their number of miscues. The miscues on particles,
together with fixations, implies that L2 readers tend to read particles carefully to get as
much information on particles as they can, to facilitate accurate prediction and
confirmation of the relationship between content words and other bunsetsu units. Since
particles are used to connect the core elements of the sentence, L2 readers seemed to be
aware that they needed to pay attention to the particles. I provide examples in the
following section.
Example of L2A in Sentence 8
Below I discuss examples of L2 readers‟ miscues and related important
phenomena in more detail. The example in sentence 8 (Figure 6.2) shows how the reader
processed other words and miscued the particle

no to

o

I marked the miscue

(Observed Response/OR) above the expected response (ER). Below the fixation points I
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put the fixation duration time. I categorized the fixation group in each area as I, II, III,
and IV. The arrow “” shows how the eye moves. In sentence 8, the particle no
appeared twice in the sentence. Reader L2A fixated (fixation number 153 and 154) on the
first no two times consecutively. The first particle no with the preceding noun zou is used
to modify the following kanji word

meka (weight).

Figure 6.2. Example of Miscues, Eye Fixation, and Elongations

(8)Zou

Nantoka

o=

……………………………...OR

no= mekata

no

hakari-kata

I

o………....... ER

II
=
153
PB
1.333
154
0.117

=

III
155
0867
160

IV

V
156
0.167
157

161

158
159
1.13

On the first particle no (fixation point 153), the reader seems to be figuring out the
meaning of the following kanji word

mekata (weight) and how it should be read.

The combination of kanji characters in the word for weight was unfamiliar for all L2
readers. This was corroborated in individual informal interview sessions. The reader
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recognized the two kanji characters by themselves, but the reader was confused by the
combination of characters.

me means “eye” in English,

“direction”, or “way to do something” in English. The kanji
the frequently found compound word
as in the frequently found word

kata means “person”,
was read as moku as in

mokuteki (purpose). The

is read as hou

houhou (“method” or “the way to do”).

Consequently, this unfamiliar kanji compound word mekata (weight) led the reader to
fixate on the first

no at fixation point 153. The processing of this kanji word was

related to the fixation points 153 and 154 and was treated as Category I. This processing
relates to the selection, prediction, and confirmation of syntactically or semantically
acceptable structures.
The reader did not fixate on the following word

mekata, even though it was

an unfamiliar word. The reader‟s eye skipped to the following particle

no (fixation

point 155), substituted no for o, and fixated on it again (156). I show this process in
Category II (Figure 6.2). The substituted

o was elongated.

In Category II, the reader seemed to use the parafoveal region to gather
information about the segmentation of hakari –. Then the reader selected the word
boundary and predicted the preceding no to be an accusative o, because the following
part of the word was a verb. However, the word was a compound noun that combined
verb hakari (measure) and kata (way or method). The reader took half of the word
hakarikata, „hakar-„, as a verb. This caused the reader to think of hakari as a single verb.
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Therefore, the reader thought that the accusative o was needed as a typical type of
Japanese transitive verb takes an accusative o.
Then the reader‟s eye regressed to fixation point 156 on the particle no by
skipping the word mekata, and the eye looked again at the previous particle no. After the
eye moved to back to the first no (156), the reader looked at the kanji word mekata at
fixation points 157 through 159. After fixation point 157, the reader looked at the mekata
with fixations at 158 and 159. I put this process in Category III.
Then the reader‟s eye skipped the following particle no and jumped to the word
hakarikata at fixation points 160 and 161. This eye movement pattern demonstrates eye
fixation on the particle to process an unfamiliar word. The reader tries to connect the
meaning of the following word and constructs the sentence by grasping particles and
words. Miscues and eye movements show how prediction and confirmation strategies are
used, and how the reader tries to comprehend the sentence.
Readers do not use particles in simple ways. Readers use particles to predict and
confirm the following and preceding words. I continued to wonder how the reader‟s eye
is using particles to process the sentence, especially in the previous example where the
reader tried to figure out an unfamiliar content noun through the preceding and following
particles. It seems that the reader used the particles to see the connection between the
particle and content word as a bunsetsu and the relationship with other bunsetsu unit
(noun and particle).
Example of Word Boundary Miscues
Another example of a word boundary miscue is found in L2B‟s reading.
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Figure 6.3. L2B‟s word boundary miscues.
3. wa

zu

2. ha1. waaru

hazu

ga

187 188
0.767 0.683

arimasen

191
0.650
189
0.150

190
0.333
It seems in this example that the miscue is a simple segmentation or word
boundary issue. After aru (exist), the reader‟s eye fixated on the initial letter of the word
hazu (fixation point 187 and 188). This hiragana letter

was miscued as the

particle /wa/. If there is a word boundary between the preceding word and
between

and the following word, the letter

, and

should be read as a particle /wa/. The

reader did not fixate on the preceding word aru (exist), but instead fixated on the next
letter

(187). This means that the reader was trying to use a particle to process the

content word. Consequently, the reader read

as /ha/.

These examples of eye movements show how miscues occur in a complicated
manner during a variety of activities (e.g., thinking, eyes moving, selecting, predicting,
confirming, connecting words to construct sentences). The reader fixated on hazu four
times. The reader skipped processing the content word aru and anticipated finding the
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particle; then, because of the way the word hazu was segmented, it was separated into
two letters, ha and zu. Each letter was fixated on twice. This phenomenon clearly shows
that the reader tried to find out where the particle was. At the same time, the reader seems
to try to figure out the word boundary. Once the reader understood the letters of
then the reader decided to use the letter

ha,

as a particle /wa/. This is the selection process

that is involved in segmentation.
In addition, the reader fixated on the following ga and probably came back to the
unfamiliar hazu to figure out the meaning. This eye regression strongly supports the fact
that the reader is trying to figure out the appropriate segmentation and particle while
fixating on the particle.
Example of Insertion Miscues
In sentence 24, reader L2C inserted the accusative marker

o (direct object

marker) after the adverbial word hitotsu hitotsu (one by one). See Figure 6.4. The reader
created this miscue by changing the grammatical categorization. Then the reader made
sense of the o. The reader seems to fixate on the location where the o was inserted
between hitotsu hitotsu and the following word sono as fixation point 451. Then, the
following letter

so- of sono

was fixated twice. The fixation duration time at

fixation point 451 was 0.633 milliseconds and at 452 it was 2.167 milliseconds. Two of
the fixation points might be related to the previous miscues of o because the reader‟s eye
might have been on the word sono during the insertion of o. The reason for this fixation
occurrence is that the reader was segmenting and figuring out the word boundary.
Elongation also occurred on this insertion of o as the reader was trying to figure out if the
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selection made sense. This elongation was involved in the reading confirming process of
the preceding word hitotsu hitotsu. The focus on segmentation was probably also
involved.
Figure 6.4. Example of an insertion miscue and fixation.
Sentence 24
O=
Hitotsu-hitotsu
FB 451
0.633

sono

mokuho
mekata

o

453
1.317
FL 452
2.167

L1 Readers‟ Eye Fixation and Miscue
Example of Omission Miscues and Eye Fixations
Reader L1A omitted ga in sentences 5 and 8. In sentence 5, L1A fixated on ga,
but did not fixate on the adjacent words at all. At the same time, confirmation of the
preceding word aru hazu occurred. In order to understand this, I excerpted examples
from the sentence in which the miscue occurred. The reader seems to get the information
easily from formulaic language. The eye fixated on the particle ga, but the reader omitted
this ga. Since the reader did not fixate on either the preceding word aru hazu or the
following word arimasen, the reader seemed to get information while fixating on the
particle ga. Even though ga was omitted, the reader used it to get surrounding
information, as in Figure 6.5. This evidence shows that the reader‟s eye does not simply
move, and the omission miscue of ga does not occur from careless reading.
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Figure 6.5. Example of an omission miscue.
Sentence 5
Aru hazu

ga

arimasen

113
0.383

In sentence 8 (see Figure 6.6) the reader again did not fixated on ga, but in stead
fixated on the adjacent preceding and following words.
Figure 6.6. Omission miscue and fixation for formulaic language
Sentence 8
Shikata

nai

®
Shikata

ga

nai node

129

130

1.1.7

1.150

The above example shows the two ways of processing the particle ga: 1) fixating on ga
but not on the surrounding words, 2) fixating on surrounding words but not fixating on
the particle. This implies that the reader uses his knowledge of the particle ga to
simultaneously process the connection to the preceding word and to the following word.
The reader predicts the particles based on the meaning of the surrounding content words.
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Example of an Insertion Miscue and Fixation
L1 C‟s Insertion Miscue in Sentence 10
Figure 6.7. Example of an Insertion Miscue and Fixation
ga=
Tabi tabi saisoku

saremasu
194

196

0.150

0.200

The insertion of ga shown in Figure 6.7, can be interpreted in two ways. As I
mentioned in an earlier chapter, the insertion of ga came from saisoku suru or saisoku o
suru. In the text this verb phrase is in the passive form, saisoku sareru, but is read with
an inserted ga as saisoku ga sareru. Even though the text does not show the particle, the
reader‟s eye fixated on the location of the miscue. It is difficult to say that the insertion
was fixated. However, in order to choose the word boundary between saisoku and sareru,
the reader needs to grasp both words. In the process of grasping both words, the reader
inserts a new particle. While selecting the word boundary, the reader seems to fixate on
the location where the reader feels a particle is needed. Therefore, I treated this as
fixation on the place where ga was inserted.
Summary of L2 and L1 Miscues and Fixation
In this section I answer the research question, “How do L2 and L1 Japanese
readers‟ eye movements relate to miscues and elongation?” Although it is difficult to
generalize the features of L1 readers in relationship to miscues and eye fixations because
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they made few miscues, both L2 and L1 readers‟ miscues related to fixation. L2 and L1
readers showed some clear features in their reading.
There are two types of construction for one‟s own text to make sense in relation to
the content word and the particle. Pattern one in figure 6.8 shows that sometimes the L1
reader does not need to see the particle in order to predict and confirm it during oral
reading, because the reader constructs by prediction based on his knowledge of how
language works. In Figure 6.8 I show Pattern I. The circle is the fixation point on a
word. P is the particle. The reader fixated on the word. The other pattern shows that the
L1 reader looks for the particle to connect the content word to as shown by Pattern II in
the following figure (Figure 6.8). Particles are fixated and the adjacent word is looked at
carefully. Particles are looked at first.
Figure 6.8. Fixation patterns on particles.
L1

p

L1/L2

P

Word

Word

P

Word

P

Pattern I

P

Word

P

Pattern II

L2 readers tend to use particles to see the content words or the connection
between the preceding noun or the following noun. Both L1 and L2 readers fixated on
particles to determine word boundaries and to see the connection between the particles
and the preceding content noun.
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The particles were not used in a simple semantic role or as a syntactic
phenomenon. Instead the particle was used to provide clues to find word boundaries, to
predict sentence structure, and to connect to the meaning of other content words. This
suggests that in reading the particle plays the role of mediator between syntax and
semantic role. Figure 6.9 summarizes when miscues on particles and eye movements
occur.
Figure 6.9. Relationship between fixation and a miscue.
L1
Eye Fixation Fixation 1

L1 L2
Fixation 2

L1
Fixation 3

Miscue
Text

……… Word………... Particle…………..Word…………………..

L1 readers more flexibly fixate than L2 readers. L2 readers‟ fixations are also
more related to miscues. When miscue occurred on particles, fixation tends to occur on
the particle in the reading by L2. However, L1 reader‟s fixation does not always on
miscue on particles.
HOW DO L2 AND L1 READERS‟ EYE MOVEMENTS RELATE TO
ELONGATION?
In this section I explore the research question, “How do L2 and L1 readers‟ eye
movements relate to elongation?” I present the data in Table 6.5. The first horizontal
column identifies each reader. The top row shows the total fixated particles and the total
elongated particles in the text. The fourth column shows the number of particles with
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fixation and elongation in the text; the fifth column shows particles fixated only, and the
last column shows particles elongated only. The left column lists each of the five L2 and
four L1 readers. The text had a total of 121 particles in the 10-page story. This number
was multiplied by the total number of readers in each group to determine the total number
of particles read (i.e., the five L2 readers read a total of 605 particles), shown in the total
row for each group.
Table 6.5.1.
L2 Readers‟ Fixation on and Elongation of Particle
Total
Total
Fixation
Fixated
Elongated
with
Particles
Particles
Elongation
L2 A
76
89
58
Percentage
62.8%
73.6%
47.9%
out of 121
particles
L2B
97
90
71
Percentage
80.2%
74.4%
58.7%
out of 121
particles
L2C
76
91
61
Percentage
62.9%
75.2%
50.4%
out of 121
particles
L2D
71
61
34
Percentage
58.7%
50.4%
28.1%
out of 121
particles
L2E
99
93
74
Percentage
81.8%
76.9%
61.2%
out of 121
particles
L2 Total
419
424
298
5 readers
605
605
605
total 605
69.2%
70.0%
49.3%
particles

Fixation
Only

Elongation
Only

18
14.9%

31
25.6%

26
21.5%

19
15.7%

15
12.4%

30
24.8%

37
30.6%

27
22.3%

25
20.7%

19
15.7%

121
605
20%

126
605
20.8%
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Table 6.5.2.
L1 Readers‟ Fixation on and Elongation of Particle
Total
Total
Fixation
Fixated
Elongated
with
Particles
Particles
Elongation
L1A
69
47
25,
Percentage
57%
38.9%
20.7%
out of 121
particles
L1B
40
22
6
Percentage
33.1%
18.2%
5.0%
out of 121
particles
L1C
64
30
14
Percentage
52.9%
24.8%
11.6%
out of 121
particles
L1D
61
45
21
Percentage
50.4%
37.2%
17.4%
out of 121
particles
L1 Total
234
144
66
4 readers
484
484
484
total 484
48.3%
29.8%
13.6%
particles
Percentage
out of 121
particles
L1 Total
234
144
66
4 readers
484
484
484
total 484
48.3%
29.8%
13.6%
particles
Percentage
out of 121
particles

Fixation
Only

Elongation
Only

44
36.4%

22
18.2%

34
28.1%

16
13.2%

50
41.3%

16
13.2%

40
33.1%

24
19.8%

168
484
34.7%

78
484
16.1%

168
484
34.7%

78
484
16.1%

The Relationship Between Fixation and Elongation
In Table 6.5.1, the L2 readers‟ total number of fixated particles is 69.2%; the total
percentage of elongation is 70%. Fixation with elongation is 49.3%. These numbers
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show that it is not necessary to associate fixation and elongation with each other.
However, the percentage of 49.3% is relatively high.
However, when looking at the fixation with elongation data for individual
differences, the percentages are varied. L2A is 47.9%; L2B is 58.7%; L2C is 50.4%; L2D
is 28.1%; and L2E is 61.2%. The lower percentage of fixation with elongation implies
that fixation only or elongation only is used more. This implies that when the reader does
not need to use both strategies, the reader more often uses single strategies. Also this
association may imply the degree of difficulty for the reader. This means that L2 readers
frequently need both strategies when they need to get information as much as they can.
In contrast, for the L1 readers the total number of particles elongated was 48.3%,
the total number of particles fixated was 42.9%, and the total number of fixations with
elongation was 13.6%. L1 readers need to use fewer of both strategies because they use
fixation for prediction and confirmation to make sense more often than they use
elongation.
When looking at individuals, the fixation with elongation percentages is very low
(L1A is 20.7%; L1B, 5%; L1C, 11.6%; L1D, 17.4%). This shows that the relationship
between fixation and elongation is not high. Also, the individual percentage of fixation
only is higher than or becomes as high as the percentage of fixations with elongation
(L1A, 36.4%: L1B, 28.1%; L1C, 41.3%; L1D, 33.1%). Total fixation only is 34.7%.
When looking at elongation only, the individual percentage for the L1 readers is not
different from the L2 readers‟ group (L1A, 18.2%; L1B, 13. 2%; L1C, 13.2%, L1D,
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19.8%). This result shows that a higher percentage of L1 readers use fixation while the
percentage using elongation is about the same as L2 readers.
Even though there are not many miscue occurrences in both L1 and L2 readers,
the data of Table 6.5 shows that L2 readers fixated on particles more than L1 readers.
This means that particles play important roles in several ways. L2 readers need to pay
more attention to the graphic information because they are not as comfortable with
Japanese as L1 readers.
Summary of the Relationship Between Fixation and Elongation
The L2 readers tended to use information from both fixation and elongation. L2 readers
must use both ways to make sure what they are reading because their reading skill is less
secure and less flexible.
In conclusion L1 readers, who use fixation only or elongation only, depending on
what the reader needs to make sense, more flexibly use fixation and elongation. L2
readers tend to use both elongation and fixation at the same time while using more
orthographic information to make sense of their reading. L1 readers, on the other hand,
use more eye fixation to predict and confirm.
HOW DO L2 AND L1 JAPANESE READERS‟ EYE MOVEMENTS
RELATE TO MISCUES AND ELONGATION?
In this section I explore how eye movements relate to miscues and elongation and
to one another. How the reader tries to figure out the particles can be seen in Tables 6.6
and 6.7. In these tables, I repeated Tables 6.2, 6.3 and added elongation in the last column
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on the right to show that the miscue on the particle was elongated. I used the code „=‟ for
an elongation.
Table 6.6
L2 Readers‟ Miscues, Miscue Types, Fixations, and Elongations
Readers
Sentence
Miscue
Miscue Type
L2A

(8)
(14)

/no/  /o/
/no/ --.> /na/

L2 B

(5)

/hazu/->
/wa//zu/
/o/-> /no/=
/ni/-> no=
/hakaru/ ->
/wa/ / karu/
/wa dono/
-> /hodo/ /no/

(13)
(14)
(20)
L2 C

L2 D

L2 E

(3)

(14)

/kara/ ->/mono/

(24)

/hitotsu//hitotsu
//hitotsu//
hitotsu// o/
/no/  $a=
/ga/ 
/made-
/no/
/ga/
/o-/ >/ni /
/de/ 
/ wa/
/ni/ -> /no/
/o/ -->
/no/ -->
/e/  /he/

(1)
(1)
(8)
(12)
(14)
(21)
(18)
(21)
(26)
(28)
(1)

Substitution
Substitution
Gram. Categ.
Segmentation

Fixated
Elong=
Yes
=
Yes
=
Yes

=

Substitution
Substitution
Segmentation

No
Yes
Yes

=
=

Segmentation
Orthographic
miscue
Gram. categ
Substitution
Gram. categ
Insertion

Yes

Yes

=

Substitution
Omission
Omission
Omission
Omission
Substitution
Omission
Omission
Substitution
Omission
Omission
Substitution
Orthographic
Segmentation

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes s
2 No

=

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

=

=
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Table 6.6 (Continued)
Readers
Sentence
L2 E
(4)
(5)
Total number

(20)
24 Miscues

Miscue
/hazu/->
/wa//zu/
/hakari/->
/wa//kari/
/no/ -> /ni/

Miscue Type
Segmentation
Gram. Categ.
Segmentation
Gram.l Categ
Substitution
Substitution 10:
41,7%
Omission 8
33.3%
Segmentation 5
20.8%
Insertion 1
4.2%

Fixated Elong=
No
Yes
Yes
=
21 fixated 87.5
%
Substitution
90% was
fixated
Omission
87.5%
Segmentation
80%
Insertion
100%
10 Elongation

Table 6.7.
L1 Readers‟ Miscues, Miscue Types, and Fixations
Readers
L1A

Sentence
(5)
(8)
(8)

L1B
L1C
L1D

None
(10)
(5)
******hazusu
(13)

Total

Miscue
/ga /
/ga/
/no/
/no//tokoro/
None
/ga/
/ga/ ->/ma/
Correct
/kodomo/
/kodo o mo/

Miscue Type
Omission
Omission
Insertion

Fixated
Yes
No
No

None
Insertion
Substitution

None
Yes=
Yes

Inversion
Segmentation

No

6 Miscues
Omission 2
Insertion2
Substitution1
Reversal 1

50% of fixation
Omission 50%
Insertion 50%
Substitution100
%
Reversal 100%
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The five L2 readers created 24 miscues. Of the readers‟ miscues, 21 particles (87.5%) out
of 24 were fixated, and 10 miscues (42%) were elongated. The percentage of miscues
with elongation was 50%. This shows that the relationship between L 2 reader‟s miscues
and fixation is higher than the relationship between miscues and elongation.
In L1 reading, six miscues occurred: three miscues were fixated (50%) and one was
elongated (16.7%). Miscue and fixation occurred together only 50% of the time. This
shows that the relationship between L1 readers‟ miscues with eye fixation is higher than
the relationship between miscues and elongation. The association between miscues and
fixation points means that the reader is trying to figure out the meaning and how to make
sense of the text while both miscuing and fixating. It seems that L1 readers don‟t need the
additional strategy of elongation. L2 miscues with elongation (42%) are much higher
than L1 miscues with elongation.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section, I explore the research question, “How do L2 and L1 Japanese
readers‟ eye movements relate to miscues and elongation?”
Elongation and fixation support each other to predict up coming words and to get
meaning. While elongating, the reader‟s eye may move forward, stay in the same place,
or move backwards. The following figure (Figure 6.10) shows the possible cases of eye
movements when the particle is elongated. The reader gets meaning through both
elongation and eye fixation.
Figure 6.10 shows the relationship between the location of the elongation and the
location of the eye fixation. The left hand column shows voice, eye, and text. The eye
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fixation point show the location „Eye Fixation 1‟, looking backward from the particle; is
the location. “Eye Fixation 2” is the point where the eye fixated; and “Eye Fixation 3” is
the fixation on up-coming words. Voice in the left column shows elongation. When
elongation is on the particle, it shows where the fixation occurred. One notable feature of
voice is elongation while the reader is reading. The row labeled „Eye‟ shows where
fixation occurred. The top row shows the Pattern used by the L2 and L1 reader.

Figure 6.10. Relationship between elongation and eye fixation.
Pattern

Pattern 1(L2)

Voice

Elongation

Eye:
Text

Eye Fixation1

Pattern 2(L1)

Eye Fixation2

…Word…………. ……..Particle…………

Eye Fixation3
Word………..

When the L1 reader elongated the particle, the eye fixations do not associate with
elongation. This implies that while reading particles, the eye might be at a further
distance than the target particle (Pattern 2). When L2 readers elongated the particle, the
eye is associated with the elongation.
L2 readers use Pattern 1 more often, while L1 readers use Pattern 2 more often.
When the L1 reader reads the particle or elongates the phoneme of particle, the distance
between the location where the elongation occurs on the target particle and the location
where the eye fixated on is longer than the distance in Pattern 1.
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When the reader is reading, miscues occurred on the particles with elongation as
shown in Figure 6.11. Both L2 and L1 have the same pattern, although the number of
elongations and miscues on the particles are different.
Figure 6.11. Relationship between elongation and miscues.
Pattern:

Pattern 1(L2) Pattern 2(L1)

Voice

Elongation
Miscue

Text

………………. ………Particle………………………….

The relationship between elongation, miscue, and eye fixation as well as the relationship
between each is shown in Figure 6.12. The left column shows Pattern, Eye, Voice, and
Text. The top row shows Pattern 1 and Pattern 2. When the reader reads the text, the
reader elongates and fixates on the particle. However, while the particle was elongated,
the reader‟s eye was fixated on a different place from the particle as in the example of
“Eye Fixated 1”, “Eye Fixated 3”.
On the other hand, L2 readers tend to read particles with elongations when miscues and
fixations occur.
The relationship between elongating and miscuing on particles is 41.7% in L2
readers, which is high. The relationship between miscues and fixations is 87.5%. Figure
6.17 shows L2 readers‟ of patterns of elongation, miscues, and fixation. Elongations,
miscues, and eye fixations are highly connected. Figure 6.17 shows that two patterns of
particle processing happen: 1) when a miscue occurred on the particles, elongation
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occurred on the same particle; and 2) when the miscue occurred on a particle, elongation
also occurred on the particle but fixation occurred on another place in the text.
Figure 6.12. The relationship between elongation, miscue, and fixation.
Pattern:

L1

Eye Fixation Fixation 1

L1 L2
Fixation 2

L1
Fixation 3

Miscue
Voice
Elongation
Text ………………………. Particle…………………………..
The reader‟s fixations and elongation are used for prediction and confirmation. Almost
50% of miscues are elongated. In other words, the readers are trying to make sense by
using visual information and elongation of the particle phoneme.
The sample size in the current study is not large enough to generalize these conclusions.
However, several important results are found. When readers are facing difficulty
in figuring out the content word, the reader seems to use Japanese particles to make
sense. Miscue and eye movements are highly related, as is elongation as well. Eye
movements show that particles are used to look at the relationship with other content
words. The reader can construct the bunsetu relationship by looking at the particles. Also
some readers use particles as the sub-tool to construct structure. For example, while
reading the reader looks at the content words, and sometimes fixates on the particles to
confirm the predicting structure. In this case the fixation points show that the content
words lead readers to schematize the connection with the function of particle. Both types
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of processing may occur flexibly. However, since my sample is not larger, further
research is needed.
Although the relationship between elongation and miscues is not a high
relationship, L1 readers utilize elongation of phonemes less than do L2 readers.
Therefore, visual information and elongation can be supplementary help for each other to
make sense or to facilitate getting meaning. L1 readers mostly use fixation only for
prediction and confirmation. However, when the reader needs to pay closer attention to
surrounding words, elongation occurs. The L1 reader uses eye movements to find
segmentation, and syntactic analysis and the relationship with other words to construct
meaningful text.
My research makes clear that the Japanese reader is involved in a complex
process using a variety of behaviors during the reading of particles. Readers know they
have to use the particle to understand the bunsetu unit between the noun and the particle.
The reader fixates in order to gain information, then miscues or reads the nouns and
particles and organizes all this information to make sense while reading.
MISCUE TYPES, ELONGATION, AND FIXATION:
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MISCUES, ELONGATION, AND FIXATION
Case of L2 Readers
Each type of miscue on the particles has a different relationship with fixation and
elongation. Table 6.8 shows the L2 readers‟ miscues and the number of fixations and
elongations, and Table 6.9 shows the L1 readers‟ miscues and the number of fixations
and elongations. The left column shows the type of miscue; substitution, omission,
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segmentation, insertion, and reversal miscues. The top row shows the number of miscues,
the number of fixations, and the number of elongations.

Table 6.8.
L2 Readers‟ Miscues and the Number of Fixations and Elongations
Substitution
Omission
Segmentation
Insertion
Reversal

Miscue
10
8
5
1
0

Fixation
9
8
3
1
0

Elongation
8
0
1
1
0

Table6.9.
L1 Readers‟ Miscues and the Number of Fixations and Elongations
Substitution
Omission
Segmentation
Insertion
Reversal

Miscue
1
2
0
2
0

Fixation
1
1
0
1
0

Elongation
0
0
0
1
0

L2 Substitution Miscues
Substitution miscues are highly associated with elongation and fixation. L2
readers‟ miscues produced substitution miscues. Eighty percent of the expected responses
that resulted in substitution were fixated. Ninety percent of the substitution miscues were
fixated while 80% of the miscues were elongated. This shows that these readers used
several dimensions to construct their own text.
L2 Omission Miscues
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In terms of the eight omission miscues, one hundred percent of the omission
miscues are fixated. Elongation is not a possibility. This means that whenever any of the
L2 readers omitted a particle, they fixated on the particle. This shows the complexity of
the relationship between eye movements and miscues
L2 Segmentation Miscues
Sixty percent of the segmentation miscues were fixated. Twenty percent of the
miscues were elongated. These readers used the same system of elongation with
segmentation as they did with substitutions.
L2 Insertion Miscues
One hundred of insertion miscues were elongated. As the readers tried to make
sense of the meaning, they created their own structure and tried to fit their structure by
segmenting. The reader inserted particles using the double-checking system. This clearly
shows how the reader tries to make sense using prediction and confirmation. The
insertion of a particle is related to segmentation or the orthography. This complication
leads the reader to make full use of the double-checking system.
Case of L1 Readers
L1 reader‟s individual miscues relate to fixation and elongation as can be seen in
Table 6. 12. It is important to keep in mind that the L1 readers made few miscues.
L1 Substitution Miscues
Substitution miscues were fixated 100% of the time; and, elongation rarely
occurred. The L1 readers seemed to use fixation for prediction and confirmation in order
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to construct appropriates sentences. One reader did use elongation in a substitution
miscue in very complex structure.
L1 Omission Miscues
Omission miscues were fixated 50% of the time with no elongation occurring.
Again fixation seems to be used to predict and confirm the meaning of the structure.
L1 Segmentation Miscues
Segmentation miscues did not occur directly.
L1 Insertion Miscues
Insertion miscues were fixated 50% of the time and elongated 50% of the time.
Insertion miscues relate to segmentation because the reader must distinguish the word
boundary where the insertion occurs. During segmentation or finding the word boundary,
the eyes tend to fixate. The reader needs to elongate in order to confirm and make sense.
CONCLUSION
In Chapter 6, I answered my four research questions. Several important results are
found and additional research is necessary to confirm them all. When readers are facing
difficulty in figuring out the content word, the reader uses the Japanese particles to make
sense. The production of miscues, fixations and elongations are highly related as shown
in this research. Additional research is necessary to provide insight into this relationship.
In the next chapter I summarize my findings from chapters 4, 5, and 6 and discuss the
conclusions and implications.
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CHAPTER 7
FINDINGS AND SUMMARY
It has been said that a reader of Japanese must be aware of the particle because
particles are difficult for readers to acquire, even for native Japanese speakers. Therefore,
the use of Japanese particles has been seen as one of the most difficult grammatical
functions to learn (Kawashima, 1999). The majority of the research on particles in the
field of linguistics has focused on speaking and syntax. There has seldom been any
research done concerning the impact on reading. In my dissertation, I explored „the role
of the Japanese particle for L2 and L1 oral reading‟, specifically, I examined “what do
miscues and eye movements reveal about the comprehension of written text ?”. The
following research questions were used for this study:
(1) In what ways do L2 and L1 Japanese readers miscue on particles?
(2) Why do L2 and L1 Japanese readers elongate the phoneme of the
particle?
(3) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye movements show fixation
points on particles?
(4) How do L2 and L1‟s Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to
the L2 and L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles?
(5) How do L2 and L1 readers‟ fixation points on particles relate to
elongation?
(6) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye fixations relate to miscues
and elongation?
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PROCEDURES
Participants of this study were American students learning Japanese (L2)
and native speakers of Japanese (L1). The reading material each participant read was Zoo
no Mekata (The Weight of the Elephant).
The data were primarily collected through miscue analysis and eye movement
research. In miscue analysis, I used Procedure 1 to examine meaning construction and
graph-phonic similarity. To supplement the miscue data I also used oral interviews to find
out how much the readers comprehended. In the eye movement analysis, I used an eye
tracking machine to collect the reader‟s eye movements, in order to create a fixed plot,
which shows the eye fixation points, and how the eye moves during reading. I also
collected data about the elongation of the last phoneme of the particle from the taped
reading. The data analyses done for this study were on the miscue data, the elongation
data, and the eye movement data on Japanese particles.
RESULTS
Particles are not simple syntactic elements in the Japanese language. Readers use
them for prediction and confirmation (orthographically, syntactically, and semantically),
which indicates the reader is searching for meaning and also using their knowledge of
language to construct their own text. The readers use particles as clues to find the word
boundary and to make connections with other content words.
In Chapter 4, I explored the research question “In what ways do L2 and L1
readers miscue on particles?” L2 readers miscued on 24 particles, and L1 readers miscued
on only six particles. Even though particles are known to be complex and difficult, not
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many particle miscues occurred in this study. Both L2 and L1 readers‟ miscued on word
boundaries, which were caused by segmentation between the letter of the particle and the
content word. This type of segmentation created a new word or different grammatical
function. Other particle miscues included: substitutions, omissions, insertions, and there
was only one reversal miscue
Particle miscues do not only occur through simple sound substitutions or a slip of
the tongue. The semantic, syntactic, and orthographic complexity of the particle is related
to the adjacent or other content words. The segmenting process affects this complicated
relationship. These results indicate that L2 and L1 readers use particles differently.
Through the miscue analysis of particles, I realized that both L2 and L1 readers
frequently elongate the final phoneme of the particle. In my elongation study, discussed
in Chapter 5, I answered the research questions. „Why do L2 and L1 readers elongate the
phoneme of the particles?” Elongation provides an opportunity for readers to use their
prediction and confirmation of the particle and its relation to adjacent words.
Consequently L2 readers use elongation more than L1 readers do. Elongation and
miscues are highly associated, used together to collect more information.
In Chapter 6, I explored my last four research questions:
(3 ) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye movements show fixation
points on particles?
(4) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ miscues of particles relate to L2
and L1 readers‟ fixation points on the particles?
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(5) How do L2 and L1 readers‟ fixation points during eye movement relate
to elongation?
(6) How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye fixations relate to miscues
and elongation?

L2 readers fixate on particles more than do L1 readers. The L2 readers are less
skilled in predicting and confirming the relationship with other words than are the L1
readers.
In terms of the question on eye fixations, L2 readers use elongation in order to
confirm prior prediction. This confirmation occurs through the visual information
obtained during eye fixation. Readers need time to predict and confirm, and they elongate
particle phonemes to give themselves time to consider reading strategies for making
sense.
In terms of the question on readers‟ eye fixation points, L2 readers‟ fixation
points are more closely related to elongation of the phoneme than the L1 readers‟ eye
fixation points. This means that elongation is used to check the prediction and
confirmation process during or after eye fixation. Therefore, elongation and eye fixation
are highly associated while L2 readers are reading. The L1 reader‟s elongations
sometimes are not closely associated with fixation. Competent L1 readers tend to use less
elongation because they can use the prediction and confirmation processes more
efficiently.
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In answer to the question of ”How do L2 and L1 Japanese readers‟ eye fixation
points relate to miscues and elongation?” while the reader is miscuing, the reader‟s eye
comes to a place in the reading where he or she uses the additional strategy of elongation
for predicting and confirming. This shows that while miscues are created to predict and
confirm through eye fixation, the reader searches for more secure clues to confirm due to
the lack of the prediction and confirmation. The fixated miscues and the elongation on
the particle phoneme are highly associated for L2 readers, but not for L1 readers. This
implies that all skills are used to figure out what is being read and for prediction. The
more competent reader does not fixate on orthographic information because the content
word leads the reader to schematize what kind of particle should be predicted.
In conclusion, since the Japanese particle is semantically and syntactically
important for constructing the meaning of a complete sentence, the reader needs to use
particles to connect the content words and to predict the predicate. In reading, it goes
without saying that the content words are important; however, without the strategies to
make connections between content words and particles, the reader will not comprehend
very well.
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
In this study, the text was easy for the native Japanese readers (L1 readers) and
difficult for the L2 readers. The degree of difficulty of the reading material must also be
taken into consideration. If L1 and L2 readers could be given materials of similar
difficulty for their reading levels, the results from the study might be different. Further
research is needed in this area.
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The number of miscue samples was not large enough for generalization about the
role of particles. In future research, more unpredictable reading structures should be
considered when choosing material.
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS
The results of this study raise several important pedagogical issues. When
teaching reading, the connection between noun and particle must be addressed so that
learners can develop predicting and confirming strategies while constructing their own
mental text. Particles must be taught in relationship with other words, without being
isolated from other elements. Word boundaries and the connection to the adjacent noun
are especially important for developing prediction and confirmation skills. This means
that particles should be taught in the context of authentic language use. Teaching about
structural orientation with predicates does not seem to facilitate reading comprehension.
Neither L1 nor L2 readers fixated on the predicate to determine the structure of
the whole sentence. Using structural orientation with predicates, also does not help with
prediction of the sentence construction. None of the readers read the predicate first and
looked at the nouns. The reader constructing sentences based on the noun and particle
shows the evidences of the reader‟s process of reading in considering particles. Bunsetsu
units are used more with the strategies of prediction and confirmation. Such teaching
should take place using authentic Japanese reading materials instead of sentences created
based on the predicates‟ meaning. In place of memorizing structure and words, learners
must be taught how to recognize the relationship between the particle and the adjacent
content words. This is also better taught in the context of reading real Japanese materials.
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CONCLUSION
This eye movement and miscue study of Japanese particles has taught me issues
with Japanese reading that are both familiar to me, and that are new and surprising to me.
The most important conclusions for this study are:
Elongation helps L2 readers by giving them time to use reading strategies to
predict and confirm the meaning of the text. L1 readers are proficient and flexible and do
not usually use this strategy
Particles in Japanese sentences are key for readers to understand the relationship
between the preceding noun and the particle. They allow a reader to connect the particle
to other words and to the bunsetsu unit.
Particles should be given in such a way that the verbs are case marker and
argument structures as in English. The reader reads to construct the relationship of
particles with other nouns. This construction relates strongly to prediction for predicates.
Readers should be taught to construct with nouns and bunsetsu units. This type of
experience in construction may lead the reader to practice constructing meaning.
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Appendix A: Human Subject Approval
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Appendix B: Human subject consent form
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APPENDIX C
Reading Material

Page 1

Page 2

Page 3
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Page 4

Page 5.
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Page 6

Page 7

Page 8.
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Page 9.

Page 10
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APPENDIX D
Reading Material in Alphabet

Page 1.
Zou no Mekata

Mukashi minami no shima kara chuugoku no aru oosama
no tokoro-e ittou no zou ga okurarete kimashita.
Imamade mita koto-mo nakattashi, namaemo shiranakatta ookina doubutsu deswukara, so

(1)

(2)

Page 2.
no chihou no hitobito –wa mezurashigatte oosawa
gi-o shimashita.
Ousama –wa yakuninn tachi ni,
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“kono zou no mekata –wa dono kurai aruka shira
beteminasai.”
toiitsukemashita.

(3)

Page 3.
yakuninntachi-wa sassoku ookina hakari-o
sagashimashita. Tokoroga, mukashi no koto
desukara, konnna ookina doubutsu o hakaru haka
ri nado aru hazu-ga arimasen. Yakuninntachi
-wa sukkari komatte shimai mashita.
Iroiro soudan shitemimashita ga, yoi kangae
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Page 4.
-wa detekimasen. Shikataga nai node,
zou no mekata no hakarikata o shitteirumono wa,
yakushomade moushi deru youni toiu keiji- o
kunijuu-ni dashimashita.
Keredomo, dare hitori moushi dete kuru mono
-wa arimasaendeshita. Ousama kara-wa, mada
(8)

(9)
10)

Page 5.
wakaranai-no-ka-to, tabitabi saisoku sa
remasu. Yakuninntachi-wa masumasu komatte shi
maimashita.
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Suruto, aruhi hitori no otoko-no ko-ga,
“watashi-ni zou-no mekata-o hakarasete kudasai.”
- to moushi dete kimashita. Yakuninntachi-wa sono ko

(11)

(13)
Page 6
domo-o mite gakkari shite shimai mashita.
Konna chiisai kodomo-ni doushite ano ookina
Zou-no mekata-ga hakareru mono-ka-to omott- kara de
su. Shikashi, komatte ita toki na -node,
hakarasetemirukotoni shimashita.
Kodomo-wa masu zou-o ike-no kishi-ni tsureteitte

(14)

(15)
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(16)

Page 7
kishini tsunaidearufuneninosemashita. Fune-wa
zou-ga notta-node mizu-ni fukaku shizumi mashita.
Kishi-de-wa yakunin ya kenbutsunin ga oozei atsuma
tte, kodomo no suru koto –o jitto miteimashi
ta. Dou suru-no-ka-to omotte miteiru-to,
sono kodomo-wa betsu-no fune-ni notte, zou-o noseta

(19)

Page 8.
fune-no soba-ni ikimashita. Soshite, zou-o no
seta fune-ga, doko-made shizunda-ka wakaru-yo
uni, sono fune-no sotogawa-ni shirushi-o tsuke-mashi
ta. Tsugini, zou-o fune-kara oroshite, kondo-wa
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sono fune-ni ishi-o takusan tsumase-mashita
Fune-wa dandan mizu-ni fukaku shizund eikimashi
(20)

(21)

(22)

Page 9.
ta. Soshite, sakki shirushi-o tsuketa toko
ro-made fune-ga shizunda toki, sono kodomo-wa i
i-mashita
“mou ishio tsumu-nowa yamete kudasai. So
shite, ima fune-ni tsunde aru ishi o oroshite hito
tsu hitotsu sono mekata-o hakatte mite kudasai.
(23)

(24)

25)
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Page 10
Hakari owatta-ra sono mekata-o goukei shite m
ite kudasai. Sore-ga zou-no mekata desu”
koreo kiite, yakunin mo kenbutsuninn mo sono ko
domo no atama-no yoi-noni kanshin shita to iu koto de
su.
(26)
(27)
(28)
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APENDIX E
Translation
The sentences are numbered beginning with number 1 in the initial position of the
text. In the real text, the subject read the text without a sentence number. The actual text
was written in hiragana and kanji: The Roman alphabet is used for the translation of the
text. The translation is not shown to the readers. This translation is provided for the
benefit of the readers of this paper.
English Translation
Title: “Zoo no Mekata (The Weight of an Elephant)”
1: Once upon a time, an elephant was sent from a southern island to a King in
China.
2: The people in the rural area had never seen or heard the name of such a huge
animal before. They marveled at how strange an animal it was. They were
astonished, and it created a stir.
3: The king ordered the government officers. „‟Try to find out how much this
elephant weighs.‟
4: The officers quickly looked for a way to measure the weight.
5: However, it was in olden times, so we can surely suppose that there was no
such thing as a scale.
6: The officers were completely irritated because the problem had no solution.
7: They discussed many ways to find out how much the elephant weighed;
however, in the end, they could not find a good idea.
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8: There was nothing they could do to solve this problem. They put up signboards
throughout the entire country, and asked for people to come to the government
office if they knew how to weigh the elephant.
9: However, no one offered to do it
10: The officers were frequently asked by the king, „Haven‟t you found out the
weight yet?‟, but they still did not know.
11: The officers became more and more irritated with the problem.
12: Then one day, a boy came to offer his help. „Let me measure the weight of
the elephant.‟
13: The officers were disappointed when they saw the boy,
14: Because they thought that such a small boy would not be able to measure the
weight of such a huge elephant,
15:.But they let him try to measure the weight because they were in trouble at that
time.
16: First, the child took the elephant to the shore of a pond. Then he put the
elephant onto a boat, which was tied to the shore.
17: The boat sank low as the elephant rode on it.
18: On shore, lots of government officers and onlookers assembled. They were
watching carefully what the boy was doing.
19: While they thought about what the boy was doing, the boy rode out on another
boat. Then, the boy came close to the boat where the elephant was.
20: Then, he marked on the side of the boat the point the boat had sunk to.
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21: Next, he got the elephant down from the boat, and then he loaded the boat
with stones.
22: Gradually the boat began to sink.
23. Then, when the boat sank the point where it had been marked, the boy said
loudly.
24: „„"Please stop loading any more stones."
25: Then he said, "Now, please unload the stones.
Next, “weigh the stones, which were loaded on the boat one by one.”
26: After you weigh them, please add the weight of all the stones.”
27: “That is the weight of the elephant."
28: After the governors and onlookers heard this story, it was said that the
governor‟s officers and the onlookers were impressed by the boy‟s intelligence.
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